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ORGANIZATION OF
BUREAU OUfLINED

PADUCAH. KY.. FRDIAY EVENING. OCT
OBER 5. 1906.

LILLIAN RUSSELL IE ROBBED
Thief (jets Satchel Containieg Diamonds Worth It2.5010 to $5,000.

PEOPLE HURLED
HIGH IN THE AIR

Spl ligneld, Ohio Oct. S.-Lillian
Russell was robbed of a hand satchel
containing marry diamo
this mornCommittee Makes Report To ing shortly after shends
had boarded By Explosion in
Subway in
Convention This Morning. the Big Four east-bound train at
Daytea. Tha lose use at first eetiPhiladelphia.
waled by Mime Russell's manager to
be $5,00m, but she said later in the
Poetica
l Plans for l'reenoting lewd- day, upon
Iher arrival at Columbus. Seven Are Killed
and Fourteen Seri;oration to This eiection
that it would not amount to mor•
ously luSured-others May
Made.
than $2,50.0.
Be Dead.
•
WORK

I

PROVES

SUCICEIRSIFU

$100 SHY

VEHICLES MOVED TO CURBING

10 CENTS PER WEEK
.."•••••••

teeiffigs61411006*&theinffieffiffeethseetibeileh
TROUBLE AT GUIN0S
WHERE INSURGENTs
CLING TO THEIR ARMS

.4

I

Havana, Oct. .3.--Teitible toecurred loglay ar seteral points
over the disaritiantg•ut of insurgents. Tushuleni elements.
object to surrendering their
weapons. In Neverni instanem
they forcibly tried to resist.
(Minos is the pow or greatest
diMculty. General refasten
ha%
dispatched a detaehnient of
marines there to preserge order
and enforce dieanuantent,
•

1eette.e*e.444-botesissod

COCAINE POISON
PRODUCES DEATH

GORMIN S BIG eliTAT11, I 111TH
Perstnuti Property of
$612,00ti, Not

Late Senator

NVashington, Oct 5. -Great surprise has been felt by all except
intimate person
friends of the late SenN'erdiet of eoroner'm Jury in ator ArthuralPutGorman, of Maryland, that the inventory of his pereins
)1 Olio's Death.
al estate reached only $612,406. The
senator's fortune had been estima
ted
variously front $3,00-0,000 to $2's
Son SOW Father Had liven Drinki
ng 00.0,040. His enemies charge
d him
But Wigs Not .iddieled to
with having amassed a large fortune
Drug Habit.
through political deals.

BODY

TAKEN

TO

OLD

HOME

RULE STANDS

Final Process Issue ill The
Relikopf Case.
Offered, and td is
Don Will lie Made Neat
etinesday.

NO IteallAtaliee

INVENT4tRY

IS FILED TODAV.
010106isheidehibteds&60111&$heaSe•IsSelteheeSedesh ilkERE RECEIPTS CONIPARED To
Philadelphia, Oct. 5. -Seven men
THE EXPENDITURES.
Mr. W. It Mullins, son of Dr. W. TM:Al:HERS
were killed this morning by an
‘ItE
MARIA: Pt
exOFFICERS CHOSEN.
S. Mullins, who died Wedne
FINF:s FOR TAItliINENS.
sheeisleheeleheehesheeseseseseheehelseelee'
plooton In the Rapid Transit comsday
night
President- Henry
at Riverside hospital, arrive
Hughes,
pany's subway. Sixth and Market
d
TN V EN TOR V.
in Paducah last night and
Paducah.
Niece-Melee., Cetera' Labor Union streets.
took
Fourteest are In the hos- TERM titIsTs1 IN RUKSIA
RAISE charge of the body.
Secretary- D. N. Coeur., PaFollowing is the ingentor)
.tppreciated Mork of Carona!
It will be taken
pitals suffering from injuries. A
Ft NOS FOR CAMPAIGN.
of
today to Paris, lii., the old home, Mr. Reckenbach %leant %lerely to
ducah.
the E. Itehkopf Saddle comps
Committee.
dosen are less seriously hurt. It is
Eg,euse Teacher* Tardy the
. fly;.
for
'ice Presidents
burial
Althou
gh
the coroner
believed other bodies will be found
First
Week.
Dy
e mem
held art inquest yesterday and
Metropolis, Ili.. J. F. Mcin the hole, as it is called by workre411,045.3o
Soldiers %eat-kelt by Revolutionis
Cartney.
Unfinished jobs
ts turned a Ardict of "death from an
Central Labortrotoe met last night men. The whole section of the city
Real'Ut. Part) Prompt
overdo
Calloway County, 0. J. Jet.se
of cocaine.' the son does
Horne** sioi k emelt .
ly Kill
on Market street between Sixth and
7.79-1.0fl
and heard a report from the
carnival
not believe that this was the
Int-iseepers.
rings.
Shipping room
To coriect an ambiguous propoSeventh is completely wrecked.
cause
2.1001.21
committee, which was accepted in
its
of
death.
Livineetoa Conate. U. N. McRetail harness store
People la the vicinity were hurled
sition made at the school board meet
7.3.'13.31
entirety. An Itemized statement was
Grew.
He said: "My father had been
Marginate *tore
3,424.
ing last Tuesday
furnished accounting for every cent high in the air. Street cars ltnect on
21
night. Trustee
Marshall County. J. H. Little.
Harness Plana
the tracks and teams two squares
Bt. Petersburg, Oct. 5.--Terrorists drinking and I was here as late as
3,311.90
Imes t.
Becke
nbach
of
the
school
Lyon County, John L. Smith.
Wednesday morning He was
board,who
Satklie
Aboll
in a
4.W26.:114
The Ogults show that the actual away were sent flying to the curbs. are engaged in robbery. Plans for
made the motion that teachers
pretty shaky condition, but
Ballard County. W. H. Viets.
Oat.-.- nature,.
be
seemed
3110.73
expenditures amounted to $3.f.00 EvIry window in the vicinity was their ornanisation tu pewure funds,
.
to
be
Graven County, J. R. Lenten.
excuse
better then he had been My
ii•rile,g* shop
d from tardiness in
for a Terrorist casupaotn. They made
hal
2.012.13
and the money
taken in $3,40e. blown out by the concussion.
father's heart was weak and it is
weather, stated this
MeCrarken County, W. L.
Tanner)
morning that
Within three
to
There are a lot of outstanding debts.
7,937.20
minutes bodies of a rich haul today in the hold-up of a
Bower.
this I attribute his death. He
proba- his motion referred merely to those
but Central Labor Union agreed to seven persons were dragged from train mar Ufa, in eastern Russia.
te). might have taken a little
Total •;
cocaine teachers who had been absent since
tbr verge of ditches,. Only one is an They secured $130,04,41 slid escaped.
make good every cent and
is 1.hi le=
will pa?
to brae.- him up. and It may
'eleseehtelelehstelelefottegegeteleteinteleh
have af- school began. He said:
the claims off as fast as possible. emtloye of the firm doing the subfected
his heart to an extent, but the
"It Is an injustice to me to have INlibeheeseseseeleselsheielebeg
Prisoners.
The union complimented the commit- way- work. Others were pedestrians
elealibesetbeser
Under the title of the immigretion
Warsae. Oct. 5.- A military pa- Ida of suicide or that
my father the public think that I would make a
tee on the good work, considering 'the apparently on their way to places of
Bureau of Western Kentucky and
wag
.
motion
Final
addict
ed to the cocaine or
that teseberyilfitould be
service of process ,,hh.
employntent. The „.subway Imme- trol. conducting two prisoners to jail
weather and other drawbacks.
exdrug
the
Southern Illinois, the Immigration
_B. nehenpf gadritt
habit Is erroneous."
cused for -ell-- deur - from fardtn
The committee will have printed an diately caught fire from gas. And here today was attacked by revolue-etempartirelivnitillz
ess
movement fostered In this city hail
tar)
Mr.
simply
Mullin
tionist
a
bankruptcy
because the „weather is had.
is traveling for the G.
a who attempted to rescue the
itemised statement of all
proceedings
was
receipts games leaped highet than adjoining
been organized In permanent form.
'had yesterday- and next
men in custody. The soldiers prompt- P. McDougell company of Indianap- The rules of the board cannot be
and expenditures In tabulated form buildings.
Wednesday
Gas was turned off as
set
That the immigration convention
the
olis,
and
aside
matter
lyoften
killed
on
a
mere
the
cornea
prison
will be adjudicated by
ers.
-to Paducah,
verbal motion. _ Ms
to be furnished to each local of the quickly as possible.,
Is an event of state and even national
the federal court in
selling the Rhodes-Burford compa
,5
city.
ikuisville. It is
ny motion last .Tuesdays night simply
'se
importance: Is evident now. From
a great deal of goods. He stated that wee to fiXell/1 -tlie tardiness
understood the assignee
New Rumiati lemma.
will not rewince
the telegrittes received, from the
Endorse W. R. Hearst.
mat the action and the
Moscow. Oct. 5. Siguntmons for a his grandparents, were originally school began "
concern wilt
Preeamee of delegates from Louitivilk
be declared bankrupt.
Boston, Oct
- The Massachus- new Russian douma will be Issued from Harrodsburg. Ky., but removed
and the opinions they 'lemma, but
setts Democratic state convention was before October 14. This is the prom- to Illinois whore his father was horn
Developments
in the
Rebkopf
chiefly (reel the broadening concep7,3 years ago.
held here tads
matter have been
The report of the ise made Mayor Stoley.
interesting the
tion of its possibilitiel in the minds
committee on resolutions submitted a
public since the assign
ment was
of the delegates, the convention will
ALAILMED AT TENDENCY 'n) platform which was adopted, contain made. The outstanding
Robb for Duall's Place.
debts against
close today with a record of vital
Washington, Oct 1,
the concern amount to
coltRFA-T QUALITY OF STUFF. log the following paragraph: "We
The presimore than
work for
Western
Kentucky and
CAUSILls t4t WIDE ole
congratulate the Democracy of New
dent today appointed Charle
NEN oil- $154.836.35 and the assets consis
s
H
Southern Illincrte.
York upon It. wive seesetton of a
LEANS RItORElt.
or 169.600. Since the assignmentt
Robb. of Vermont, at present
asWhatever nut) im done••uward RPleader and sound
sistant attorney general. associate
was made creditors flied a
Maseachussett's
motion in
curing immigration for K....Oucky in Says We Are Deetrveyin (Sir Dewsheart wishes for Mr. Hearst's elec- STEEL TI BE Eell'I,OVE P.V4f4 MA- justice of the court of
the federal court 'at Louisv
appeal
s,
ot
ille askthe future, the lead Paducah has
tries by Interference of the
TERIAL .U1 SHOP.
tion."
the District of Columbia. to
be forced into
syreci Ruin stared Him in Face and He ing that the firm
taken by this coavention will classify
Government.
Justice Duall, resigned.
bankru
ptcy and no
Took Large Dime ef OpiumoPPosiiien was
all such efforts as secondary. It was
made.
Pr
inent Man.
brought home to every delegate
le
R.
J. Barber, assignee, ten
Inyeatigasion Begun ity
Navy DeMr. Wheeler's speech yeaterday, and
days
ago, filed suit In circuit
partment Is Rent-coed-It tesuld
Cleveland, 0., Oct. 5.- The Plain
court asking
by the talks of the Louisville delethat
W.
S.
O'Brien, the American
Not Get Through.
gates this morning, that this end of Dealer today prints an interview
New Orleans. Oct. 6.----Pbilip
Mil- German National
bank
the state, in embryonic if tiot in with John D. Rockefeller. In which STATE GRAND LODG
and
the
lard, one of the most prominent cot- Starka
E KNIGHTS
-Uilma
n
Saddlery company
actual condition. Is the section with he latter comments on the demand
OS.' PYTH1.018 WILL 0101.E.
be
IStSREF1
DIACIONALL1
New
Orleans, is restrained from dispos
%CROSS ton operators in
ing of $30.the largest future in Kentucky, Mr for government regulation of stecallCIT1 OF NEW OHL, tete
dead as the result of opium poison- flue
Washington, D. C., Oct. 5. -- Beworth of •tock held by a prior
Phil Hollenbach, of Louisville, said td private industries, and makes a
ing, self-administered.' Millard was claim
cause of the affidavit of Frank L.
of the bank. The trial of the
that city regarded Paducah as its strong plea fte national developcaught short in cotton by the bull
Etnmett, a former empioye of the
injunction sas set for
only serious rival in the state. Im- ment. Mr. Rockefeller 18 quoted, in Delegates Secure 1907 Meeting From
today, hut
movement ranged, by the hurricane
Shelby Steel Tube company of Greenyesterday Circuit Judge Reed
Vhinchesitee .titer Hard Fight
Houses I needed. Feneee Blown
mune the spirit which makes cities part, as follows:
conDowu damage to the crop and rather
ville, Pa.. that he broke open the
than
tinued it until Monday.
on the Fi0Or.
and Other Damage-Only Two
forge ahead was here in a greater de"If we limit opportunity we will
It is not
face financial ruin he sought solace
desk of a_government Inspector and
known what effect the forcin
Caumaities.
gree then in any city in the state ex- have put the heakes on our national
g of the
In death.
took the ofilicial stamp and used it to
firm Into bankruptcy will
cept his own-of course.
tevelopment. Will the individual
have on
pass boiler tubes for battleships that
the state court's action In
In this dorning's session the Print' strive for success if he knows the
this parMtwara
COL. HINDM‘N DISMISSED.
Alex
Knit).
Lawrence had been previously rejected, the
ticular matter.
pal feature was the adoption of the hard-won price is to be snatched °leaves
and Harry Atkins, Paducah navy department today
New Orleans, Oct. ", --A tornado
began a
report of the commPfee on organize from his fingers at the last by his delega
Inventory Filed.
Mutual .tgesit eur Tennessee and
tes to the Grand Lodge meet- fresh investigation
of charges that passed liagonally across the residenA complete inventory of the stork
lid. of a
permane,tt iminigratiot government' We are still too young ing of Knigh
Kente
tial portion of the city at
ts of Pythias, succeeded had been permitted to slumb
cky
Let Out,
o'clock
er in the
of the B. Rehkopf Saddlery
'bureau
it was .not adopted, how. a nation to begin tearing down. We in capturing the meetin
company
this morning, blowing down houses.
g for 19Q7 files for months,
was filed this morning in county
ever, until several amendments hae teen build up, build up,
court
New
York,
build *IP. after a hard fight against Winchester
Ors
taking
.5.
off
roofs,
-Col.
Bisew
tearin
g down faeces
Six months ago Assistant Secreise Assignee R. J. Barber, and
been offered. In the list of persona for years to come.
it Is
Ky., and several other cities just be- tary Newber
and doing other damage. At First Hindman. of Louisville, Ky., general
ry
receiv
ed
an
anonyone of the most voluminous record
companies and corporations whicl
-"The French people hate us, and fore the meeting oatne to a
s
and Magnolia streets a house was de- agent for the Mutual Life insurasce
I'lose yes- mous communication to this
effect
ever filed In the county. It is a
*Mould contribute to the support ol they will crnah us If they
reccan. They terday in Louisville. The delegates and Commander W.
molished age a woman and child se- company for Tennessee and Kentucky
Parks,
P.
of
the
ord
one
Inch Mick. covering 137
the organisation, Mr. Hal Corbett want our money. They
was dismissed from the service, of
verely hurt
want the pat- were instructed hefore_depatting to burean of steam engineering,
was dePages of closely typewritten matter.
called attention to the ominton of ronage of our
that company' today
tourists. But they hate secure the meeting at all hazards. It taLed to make
The
announ
cean inquiry. He reTbe figures follow:
the street railway and other public us. They never
ment was_ made after a meeting of
let slip an opportuni- will be one of etre-biggest lodge meet- ported that even if
defective tubee
CAR
DERAI
Utilities. These war. inserted.
LED.
ty to take quick advantage of our ings in the state.
the committee en Insurance and agenhad been passed at the point of man• The morning cession was called to mistakes. And
CZ %WS HEALTH
cies by Second Vice President Dexter_
now there is Japan,
ufacture, it would have been practicerder at_l'ir:30 o'clock and short talks rising in the
Cauees Delay of the. Herm Iteturning Co!. Hindman is a candidate for tees
east to a power we canmixt
cavE
ally
Imposs
s
for
ible
thin
to be placed
were (tilled for from the delegates not
Front Horse Shuns.
tee on the "selected fusion ticket" of Causes .tppreleciegion on Part of His
estimate.
We cannot foretell
on the vessels, as they were tested
Mr. Jake Corbett of Wickliffe, 'pole what her compet
the Mutual Life, which is to be voted
Friend.. in Europe.
ition will be.
Bull Frog Company Wee With a again at Barberton. O.. where the
and told how immigration was necesins at the coming election of the com"At this critical stage we are givLast
night
accide
an
nt
to
s
park
boiler
Slight
Accide
were
s
made.
nt.
sary to any undeveloped country.
Liverpool. Oct. 5. -The health of
ing the enemy ammunition to fire at
line car at the fair ground switch pany.
State Senator J. W. Newman ad- us.
Czar N:cholas is causing the greate
He is quick to seise this advantsensed e *mat deal of inconvenience
st
Heavy rains in the west have done
ENTERrn.
dresaed the ionvention and told ot
oto ern to the authorities of Russia
age.
to both company and patrons.
FOUR ST.ttl'I'F.S
,
damage to many mines, and the Pathe work of the last legislature to
who know his real condition.
"I was in Europe when the atThe car was the second in front
This
Burgla
rs
ducah
'fake
Whisk
Bull
Frog
y, Cigars mull
ward organistng a state immigration
company had
a
the horse show and was loaded with Are Inverted by Willietneein From statement was made by
tack was made at home on the best
the
Post
Money From Room.
rave-lis In shaft No. 2 which nearly
rsetnalealort.
which says the persons in close touch
passengers. It left the rails and
men and their industry, and I could
Carara, Italy.
The saloon of Nelson & Sears at
killed a miner. The shaft had been
with British court circles have
He said $2,000 was appropriate( watch the effect of it there
crossed the tracks in such a way as
heated
at close sunk 100 feet, the White Rock
mine. Norton and Third streets, was entered to make it imposs
°minion% report, in regard to tile
for that purpose. He thought tin range. Those fellows
FIVP pieces of statuary import
ible
for
other
cars
abroad snatch- and the better qualit
front
ed
the
rear
last
night
and
Ile
in
y
of
the ore
best results could be gotten by Chit el at our own
monarch's
to get by. A long string of cars fol- from Carara. Italy. have arrived at Russian
physical
and
charges against our was encour
aging to the promoters. cash and a lot of liquor and cigars
mental condition.
convention aMilating with the Mats own business
lowed it and passengers had to be J. E. Williamson & company's
Reeent
events
with the greatest glee. P.
taken.
marThe amount of stock taken
W.
Dargin
the
,
engine
er,
has
have Made the czar anspietous of evrecommissidn. sHe explained how th. They used
transferred to cars dispatched from ble yards. These statutes were
them phortmtly as ammucarvturned and reports in a letter that cannot be estimated
ery one. Under the mental strain
great western railroads had drainer nition with which
the city. It required nearly an hour ed In Italy on a special
to
to attack America the cave-i
order
of
this which
n will not be serious. The
Kentucky of many of its beet citizenu anA everyt
he is subjected his health has
to replace the car on the rails. No firm for Mr. Albert
hing American, especially railro
Stman
ka.
of
Caiads
Etarth
are
Slight
buildi
quake.
ng rapidly toward
and that it is as much our duty ts Ameri
suffered. Often Nicholas melees food
one was injured, but when the car be- ro. They: will form
can
manufactured
a group, the Virproducts the mine.
A special front Vancouver. B. r.,
prepared for bum, fearing It is
Oreseet elnlaratini as to atwitter and
gan riding the ties many women he.. gin Mary being the centra
trade. I do not believe Mere was
l figure end
*83 that Nanaimo, on Vancouver Is- came excite
Immigration. He said the north di
poisoned.
screamed loudly. the other four pieces
and
d
A line of American goods sold
will be placed
abroad
land, experienced a slight earthPASSENGERS LOOT.
rected the scum of the immigrants t(
that was not injured."
One at each corner of the lot.
They
quake shock yeaterday. The tremor
the south, retaining the better clan
NIIIF tlUT OF ("CURSE.
cost $1.400 and will he shipped to
IN CIIMCAL CONDITION
Emigrant Steensez Goes Down Off lasted two seconds and was distinctfor itself. An important point mad.
Cairo
Trains Collide.
tomor
row.
ly -felt. Reports from Northfield say
by Senator Newman was the necessity
,1.31na. Coaet.
Steamer Rermudian t;ocei %ground
Indanapolis Oct. 5.---Two treins
Hong KOng, eit
of bringing immigrants here In sum
the emi- the shock was heavier there. No Is Wife of Governor Deneen Follow.
on thAll Hook Flats.
on the Xenon Rout* collided head-on
Mrs. Claud Creasen and children
grant steamer, Charterhowte, sailing damage was done.
cient numbers to make it cangenia
Inwing Birth of a Thinghter.
O. Broad Ripple, a suburb, this mornwent
to Madisonville. where they
between Hoihow and Hong
for them. A few here and thee
New York, Oct. 5.-- The steamKong,
'
'um Two persons were injured.
will be the guests of Mrs_ Murrell
foundered off Hainan Head Septemwould make It Whoop!, ste for for
-While Mrs, Henry Theobahl, at
ship Berutudian, of the Trinidad
Springfield. lii.. Oct
5.---Mrs. Brown for severa
l weeks.
ber 30. Captain Clifton and sixty Nineteenth and Jecloton street
eigners who were not accumtemed tr
line, is aground on Red Hook flats.
, was Chariest S. Deneen, wife of the govpassengers were lost. The north clearing the weeds from flower
our manner of living.
The ship with several hundred pasbeds ernor of Illinois, gave birth to a
German Lloyd steamer Kopeichang in elle yard at her home today, the daughter
Mr. George C. Thompson *pole
sengers was bound in from Bermu
this afternoon. She is said
picked up a raft, belonging to the sickle slipped striking her right foot. to be In a critica
and advised Genial attention to th•
da, when grounded. How she got on
l condition suffering
It is the daily average drew.
steamer Charterhouse, on
kind of immigrants mewed. sayint
which The blade cut a gash several inches from uraemic poisoning.
the flats, a mile out nf her course
Showers thi* afternoon or tolatitm of a newspaper that the
Is
were Chief Engineer Dowse, 23 of In length. Sorgeens took several
that each locality had special needy
unknown.
night
shrewd advertiaer investigate,
with
cooler
:
Saturd
ay
crew,
stitch
'and two women after drifting
es to close the wound.
Mr. E. A. Quarks, representing tin
-"High Water" days don't count.
partly cloudy and cooler. The
Will Arrive Nov. I.
-48 boors.
Louisville COmmerclal club and th.
Twenty le.dies Recovered.
highest
The Rena daily average last
Mrs. Mary Moss Wheat has sailed
temperature
reachee
Louisville
Employers
Engineer J. S Spinner, of the I. from Manila, P. I., with
association
Bluefield, W Va.. Oct. 5.- ,Twenty'
month was 11989.
yesterday was Mt, anti the berthe body of
Mr. Henry tleagen went to Louis- C., returned this mortif
bodies have been taken frbm Pocay/ from Little her father. the late Major Thoma
me today 61.
s
ville this morning to vigil friend* and Rock, Ark., where
iCootieued on Paige !opt.)
hontas mine
be had been on a Meets, and expeuts_to
The rescue proceeds
teseh Pedficak
reletIves.
alothIye leis feared Many other bodabout November 1.
ies 'will be found.
......•-••••••••••••••••••***A.....^....."."^"....
0.0•0•••••••".~

BY ROBBERY

JOHN D'S VIEWS

COTTON SHORTAGE

STOLE STAMPS

TO PADUCAH

•

IN BANKRUPTCY
COURT IS COMPANY

TORNADO

vs

eslr.-77

taLie

slir

PAGE TWO.

ME PADUCAH P7sENINO SUN

'

*MOAT, oCTOBER 5.

cbe Kentucky

to be entitled
to a iKlarit
of live for
then
,
' reeve/Hie counties.
ORGANIZATION OF
tHAMPIONSHIP
15. That as the object of this
association Is to build up the terriBUREAU OUTLINED tory embraced in the plan of orgenlGAMES ARRANGED
zation, and as questions are likely
Monday Nn
ii1;i, Oct. 8
to arise, that the executive officers
may not and should not be required
Continued Front Page Four.)
to settle, it is provided that the as- ChieagU
A Great Comedy
League Teams Will
sociation shall have an arbitration
kinsVille,
and
in
fact
any
other
near
Success
Fight it Out.
board, to whom all mattei's requirby locality that will co-operate with
ing the attention of the board shall
us in a proper way, the work we
be referred and whose decision shall
have undertaken.
be final and shall govern the execu- Next Tuesday ls Day set for First
4. That the association be organiztive officers in his conduct. That' this
of Series Retwece pennant
ed and (incorporated if necessary)
board be made up of three members
that a president and one vice-presifrem the executive board, the president from each county, and a secredent of the association and the sectary and treasurer, who shall be
retary and treasurer.
placed under good and sufficient
That the three members of the NATIONAL LEAGUE GROUNDS.
bond, and who shall work under and
arbitration board be selected 'as
by the authority of the state of Kenfollows: •
tucky and be employed by the above
Vice-president from Metrupoiis.
Chleago, Oct. 5.--The lit st game
of
association, be electea.
the series between the Chicago NaVice-president from furray.
5. That the secretary and treasVice-president from Mayfield.
tional League Baseball club and the
urer shall be paid a salary to be
. 10. That the orgaalzation be com- Chicago American League club for
agreed upon by the executive board
pleted and the county and district the championship of the world will be
With
of the association, when it is fully
boards, and others interested, • be Played Tuesday, October 9, on the
organized and ready for business.
furnished blanks and a thorough grounds of the National League club
6. That the secretary and treasurcanvass be made for membership for in this city. The Mattawan decided toer is to be the only salaried officer
Of Chris and. Lena Fame.
90 days, at the expiration of which day at tge conference 'between Presiof the aasortatton.
time the president shall call the dents Charles W. Murphy. Charles
7. That the association shall be
county board and the executive Count-ky and Harry Pulliam.
And a Great Cast
governed by the board of directors
Potedure in determining which
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hereinafter providers for.
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for
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New Songs. New Specialties R. That each county he organized
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with an advisory board to consist of
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live members to be eeieeted by the
grants and settlers to be induced to kpun it in the air, and Mr. Comiskey
Meets or sak• Saturday 9 a. us.
county membership, except for purlocate in the territory covePed by the said "heads." He lost, and the der
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enamel
supported
Production
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during the season. Mr.
that the location_ be left to tbe wisPulliam, president of the National
mentbeership, and in future the coun- dom
back and fuel saving fire box, a
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leagu-e, set the price question at raw
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by stating that the matter of le- • ty membership.
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9. That each precinct in each
improvements not found in ordizens of western Kentucky who will
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be benefited by the carrying on of
nary ranges.
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of two members and that for the
this work, ask the state legislature
In order that you. may be
point is expected front Mr. Here'
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for an appropriation of fen thousand
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ghly convinced of its
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Merphy said that, by reason of xtr,
A strong east of players. Special Question to appoint and arrange for assist the association in locating
merits,
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scenery an
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kitchen _ for one month free of
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the dist:let member,' to be selectedMate, and Hist s suitable delegation
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b) local membership.
any
charge whatever. be
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t at the proper Comiskey
Replete with roars of comedy.
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Let
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appropriation,
accommod
ate
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'
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ilageorsilerlieragere.
ber, of the board of directors of the session
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stitute, and that a conretelon be
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held annually for the purpose of getMetropolis, Judge J. F. McCart- Lett and Ritter.
headed by J. B. Osborn.
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Seemed (dame.
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It is sof: to ray no other essential associated
Murray, Ky.
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an article has been on thu
es--Eason and Ritter, Yourig and
erating with the organization, and
market for years and gains friend.
with social customs Is jedged by a mote evictLivingston county, Mr. G. N. Mc- Brown.
•very y•ur It Is safe to ...ell this memfor the purpose of hearing the an- Grew, Bayou,
, res a worthy one Sur% is Ballard's
ing standard of pet fectlon than are the engrav.d
Ky.
tmerican League.
iturchaund Syrup. ft raolitively cures
imal reports of the officers bf the
Marshall county, Mr. J. Ff. 1.101e.
forms of Wedding Invitations and announceChicago, Si Clevetand, I. Batter- I oughs and all Pulmonary Diseases.
permanent organization.and that the
First Time Here.
fine of the best known merchants in
Lyon county. Mr. John L. Smith. ies,
- Feine and Roth; Joss and Bemis. Mobile. Ala., stay•:' For five
ments,
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meeting place of this convention be
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Made permanently in Padtteeh. That
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the date of the annual convention be field,
ha sated my children from /nutty rot k
and absolutely faultless workmanship, give to
Ks'.
$4.7a Nashville and Return $4.75. spells"
axed by the board of directors.
the productions of our Stationery and lingravMcCracken county, W. L. Bower,
Sold by xli drugglitts.
Tennessee State Fair.
PLANS OF FINANCING.
Paducah. Ky.
lag Section the recognized stamp of unqualified
Areount of the above occasion the
I. That ordinary membership fee
The Cotton Crop.
For secretary and treasurer. D. N.. C. and St. L. will sell tickets
approval.
of individuals, citizens, farmers and W. Coons,
The crop reporting hoard of the
Paducah, Ky.
front Paducah to Nashville and reOur work is absolutely the peer of any of the
others be placed et $1.00 per year,
Other vice presidents will be turn on October 6 and October rt to bureau of statistics of the departpayable in advance.
famous
house of the country, while our prices
ment
of
agricultu
re ands from the
named later
13 inclusive, for $4.75, good return2. That eael land or property
reports of the correspondents and
are considetably lower.
ing October 15.
owner disposing of land or property
D. J. MULLANEY. City Ticket agents of the bureau that the averSpend your money at home.
to immigrants or .settlers brought in
•
Agent, 430 Broadway. Phone 212. age condition of cotton on Septemby this association, maid pay a perTheatrivil Xeies
E. S. BURNHAM, Ticket Agent, Nor- ber 25 was 71.6.
centage on the amount his or her
ton Street. Depot Phone 22.
land or property is sold for, to the
LEST WE
Forget-Baby Is restless. can't sleep at
to go Into the 'general
ituilm.
night. won't eat, cries spaemodically
n hil armlet in carrying on this
Just in from Holland. Dutch Hya- A bottle of Whites Cream Vernilf
Race for it Widow.
never eels to cure. Every mat , •
Idy
cinths,
Roman
Hyacinths, Papbr should give her haIry White's Crea n
A comedy with an attractive title.
L.ariticIeort N14.:Ccirmick
1,-ermlfuge.
Many times when the
3. That the amount of this per- called "A iRace for a Widow," will be White Narcissus, Tulips, Freesia. °V- Putty is paleSoand
teethe the mother
centage Is to be determined by the presented at The Kentucky on Mon- alle and Chi-nese Sacred Lily Bulhh• does not know what to do. A hotel. -•
this Medicine wmildi bring (•010r
board of directors In executive ses- day night. it 1. said to contain an C. L. BRUNSON & CO., 529 Bro4 beeks and lauiiblet to his eyes.
A story of eriminal history in sion and be uniform.
It a trial.
way.
abundance of wit of the best sort.
Sold by all drtigglets.
New York, full of startling and
4 That this percentage is to be with a touch of sentiment lots of
Dreadnought 5airceet14.
dile and paid out of the first pay- character, some dramatic scenes and
sensational surprises.
The British
battleship
breadment received from purchasers or a company who present It surprisingnought yesterday started a thirty
ly well, with Pete Baker, of Chris &
RAILROAD NOTES
settlers:
hours' consecutive steam haul. In
Lena fame, heading the cast_
Prices,: 23e, 11.14., S4k, 7:k. 1111.00.
Oct One and Protect Your Music from Damage
5. That. the • manufacturIng and
several vrtstraileary short trials she
-Heuer of Mystery.
eseete oil •ale TiteiRlay, 9 a. at.
Industrial interests pay an annual
I, said to have proved a d1411?ct
A clever company presenting the
fee of five dollars TO the association
Mittenthalltrose, production of Langsuccess.
Because
of the success of the
to go Into-the general fund for the
Some of Our Special Values
don McCormick's original melodrama
method of firing engines with crude
promotion of Ate work.
"The House of Mystery." will be the
J1 1.11.11 CAESAR
6. That manufacturer and indus- attraction at The Kentucky theater oil, inaugurated by Foreman Joe Was a man of nerve, but sickness left
its mark and he became aged berm
,
WaIker. of the Illinois Central round his time.
Rawr 209 r•a'e-r:i Budding
trial concerns pay an additional fee for one night on Wednesda
Sickness Is often caused by
y. It is
t torpid liver. Het-bine will -reenlist,
No. 1. Seal lirain Leatherette, mighty good
house,
the
Paducah
shops have been your
.
0"r., stet '
of one dollar per head for laborers said that this will he one of the
sresesce nese 464
,
25c
liver
and give you health. Mee
rare
obtained through the medium of this melodramic treats of the season. turning out oil firing apparatus for earrie Austin, Holton. Kan., writes
No.
2. Fabrikoid Roll, purse attached, good enoosii.....
50c
"I
consider
Harbin,. the 'gest merit
antroclation.
Trio play is written in a free and several cities on the system. An ap- t ever heard of. I am Weyer win
No. 3. Solid Pateet Leather Roll, worth $1.25; for...
,
78c
7. That householders and heads of easy manner, dealing with a theme paratus for removing tires from en- It..Sold
by all druggists.
No. 4. Saddlers Loather Roll, most durable made..........$ 1.00
famillee pay a fee of one dollar per carried out by charecters entirely gine wheels is also being made for
the Central City shops.
head for each servant or laborer ob- new to the stage, while the
Old Ithody Denim-rats
No. 11. Leatherette Satchel, our biggest value
equip.$1.00
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes,
tained through the channels of this ment scenically is marvelous. The
The Democrats of Rhode Island in
Leather
Saddler'
No.
Mptchel,
20.
s
$2.50,
worth
for
of
._..*1
the
.90
Memphis
division
of the Illi- convention yesterday at Providence
association.
third act discloses unique novelties,
Other Rolls and Satchels in all colors. ..... $1.00 to 82.00
nominated a state ticket headed 1)3 ,
S. That the retail merchants of mechanical effects, Illusions and sen- nois Central Is In the city.
Engineer John Huntsberry, of the James H. Higgins, mayor of Paw
each loc•ality pay an annual fee of sational surprise'.
We are showing the biggest selection and finest values ever
121 and 122 run, between Paducah iucket. for governor.
Ave dollars for the promotion of imbrought
to Paducah.
and Louisville, is visiting relatives
migration through this associetion
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
In
his
old home at Elizabethtown,
Oold
9. That the real•vetate dealers anThe Old Standard Grove's Taste1A -,Ii-Arers of
Gold Fish In all shades and sizes
nual fee he fixed at five dollars.
less Chill Tonic drives out malaria Ky., and Engineet W. D. Collins is
acting in his Place.
a fine lot to select from. Globes in
lo. That the anneal fee of rail- and builds up the system. Sold
by all
Wilson, Paducah, Ky.
ill sizes.
roads that will be greatly* benefited %Cora for 37 years. Pelee 50
and ORGANS
coatis
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APARTE
Hook,
Theo
Music and Stationery Mart,
1.
L.
BRUNSON & CO., 529 Broadand should be largely interested, be
ShAVIA4i,
t the battle of Austerlitz.
he war the greatest leader In the world
way.
fixed
$1.00
at
per
year.
At Harbour's Department Store
Sell on Installments ard
Flalard's snow Liniment has shown the
11. That the annual fee of steampublic It is the hest Liniment in the
take old Instruments in
world.
A
quirk
I
cure for Rheumatism
ECLIPSE
To Buy Traction Line*.
boats operating in the territory covSprams, Sterns. Cuts, etc. A. P. Pitts
exchange.
A syndicate, In which Pittsburg.,
Hades''s, La.. says: "I use Ballard.
ered by the association, he fixed at
Snow Liniment In my tinily and find Cineinnati, Louisville
, indianapnes
year.
It oneseelled for SOTP chest. headache
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE $2512.perThat
••rtis. In fact for anything that can b. and Eiansatille capital is interested.
the wholesale and jobi es tied by a liniment."
Lee Nance, Jr.
Skating afternoon and nigh.
Guy Nance,
M. Nance, Embalmer
bing houses and hanks pay five olol•
has closed a big financial deal for a
Sold by all druggists.
518 BROADWAY
.t
Whit* Asibulanor f., *tea end injured Only.
lumber of traction Interests in hide
Slath and Broadway. Eagle's
Ians per year.
At -the Needles lighthouse, Isle of ma and contiguous territory
ball.
in. That, retail grocers and saWight there has bee* placed a set 01
loons and similar enterpriees memreed trumpets wl)lell give a blast
Fresh cut Roses and (Taraatiots,
BRO.
Undertakers and Embalmers
bership fee he fixed at five dollars
J. E. DI VENS, Mgr. that run
be heard ten tifflee -trehle right from the Green House.
Phone i041.a
per year.
.134.
New
Old liTheme 69,
4
AdmissionlOc
the distance et the lad tog-bell eta- O. L. BRUNSON &-CO., 6211 farergie
It. That Metropolis and Cairo are
open Imy arid Night.
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Days'Free Trial.
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fora
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Pete Baker
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Why W. B. McPherson Continues to
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E
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GEHRING'S LEGS Of Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound, the
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First. Because it Is not a patent
Medicine and It contains besides tonic
'NO
Great Woman's Remedy for
iron all of the nsedielnal curative
Woman's Ills.
elePais Ordinance Over the Veto ments of cod
"Ohiv-Pai,liver oil actually taken Dragged
Patent,
Thousand Feet in Air
from fresh cods' livers, but without
of Mayor Yeiser.
a
Sell,
Calf,
Vlei,
drop of oil to nauseate and upset the
Upside Down.
mother,
stomach and retard Its work; thereButton.
fore, wherever old-fashioned rod liver
Th
it'
Nineteenth Street Car Line Now May
Lace and
oil or emulsions will do good, S'itiol
With Torn and Bleeding libtnils
Be Bunt Oy rradurali TrayQualit
y.**
will do far more good.
Blucher;
(Shish
* (Mete lit ye to Sitepend(inn company.
Second: Because Vinol acts first
Boys 1 (PIO 'a. .4J r.
est Cannon of Aerouaut.
upon the stomach creates a healthy
etrul 'h
reit •
appetite, strengthens and tones up
&LI. ATTEND THE HOWIE SHOW the digestive organs purities and enriches the blood, •ntl. in ,a natural COMES DOWN WITH GREAT BAG
'REARM; in mind that ANVIL BRAN
manner, restores health and strength;
D School Shoes
e:
I
will make good our every claim for style. lit
Third: Because Vino' contains no
and
The board at aldermen met last Injurious drugs to react
-ty'Al.,111"." we are not afraid to hummer lioine the
unou the MsReading, Pa., Oct. 5.— Jacob
night passed the street ear Iran- tem ; evere ingred
.
-ANVIT. BRAND' and to familiarize the
ient being named on
public with this
Gehring, of Hummetstowo. will nevchtse over the veto of the maysr
, al the label, a patient knows exactly
trade-mark, knowing, too, that if
er forget his experience at the Readwe want people to know it;
Mwed bin, transfused a few matters what he Is taking.
want thew to eall and ask to see
ing fair today.
of business; of a minor nature
them and try them. We
Fourth: Because we never sold any
and
To be carried
must tell them about it.
heavenward feet
adjourned to go to the horse show. thing in our store that gave such
uni- first
does not fall to the lot of many
All members were present.
versal satisfaction for old people,
The nrisotes of the last regular weak, sickly women and children men, but it was a feat that will give
and called meetings were read and nursing mothers, and to build up the this young Lebanon county farmer.
system after a severe sickness, and something to ta:k about for mans a
adopted,
Mayor Yelser presented a resolu- for relieving hacking coughs, chronic day. He catne to Reeding yesterday
tion adopted by the board of direc- colds, bronchitis and all throat and and secured a Job as laborer at the
-SOES ihircatsdivvaty.
fair grounds. When La Rue, the aetors of the Paducah Traction compa- luag troubles.
Try Vinol on our guarantee. W. B. ronaut, began his preparations the
ny by which the company will within
temptation to "rnober" was too
stx months after purchase of the McPherson, Druggist.
VOTE.--Wh:le we are BO** agents great for Gehring to withstand and
Nineteenth street car tine franchise,
if it purchases it, begin work and for Vinol In Paducatt, It Is now for he took a' position near the big gas
SWIM within 12 months after work sale at the leading drug store iii near- bag. With head in air and hands in
ly every tossu and city in the coun- his pot ke!14, Gehring stood gaping
Is begun.
The resolution was received and try. Look for the Vino' agency in without noticing that Ms reet were
anioug a coil of ropes. The word
your town.
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world luta roceived such widespread
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lei° not demonstrate that political ancouiplishinente thus far have created
any sigaificant eutlittaiasna.
It is a relief no doubt to those
Democratic candid/I:es for state nomination, who expected
opposition,
to learn they will have no fight on
their hands, but when Mott Ayres
sends them a dun for double the
amount of their assessments, they
realize the t•ost. And they get no run
for their atone),

W. J. White, the chewing gum
king, had to remain
away from
glrgiOa. Iii South Third.
TimairlsOlien Ilk
home three years before his wife
. arts Young Chicago &ad New York rap cou:d apply for a divorce,
but it took
.intesnallivos.
ouis. eighteen minutes to
get
THE SUN sea be found as She followlas the decree
after she applied. Even
ytesest
iu the matter of divorce thorough
D Clement+ De.
preparation is the prin.:Ipal e:etnent
Van Conn Bros
Palmer House.
of success.
John Wilhelm's

BRILLIANT CROWD
Tonight's Programme and
AT HORSE SHOW
Premiums at the Horse Show
Boxes Were Resplendent With
FRIDAY EVENING.
7:20-7:45
1. timid Parade of all horses entered for the night's contests.
7:45-8:44)
If. Children's Torment. Cups. .
8:40-9,:10
3. For best turneut, singly or pair, to be drives by
iay. The judge
will select the most appropelate horse or horses, vehicle atd
anpointments for lady's use, each turnout standing on its owe merits
Horse. or horses, and general appointment to count tle pm. tent.
Driving 411 per cent, $17,041, 1 (4 Oil, $5.4)(5.
ti: 141-4 :1,4)
I. Stet couple on Isonsebew•k, Cup.
9: 3G-10:0'O
5. tient Five tinited Horse, mare or fielding, any age, first and second
sinner of championship not eligible, $25.00, $15.1Pli. $10
tle
:00
6. Champion Pair Harness Honors, inanities, mares or geldings. or
Inure And ge)ding. Not necessarily matched in color. To be shown
to runabout. Owned in Weeterp Kentucky., Southern Illinois or
Western Tennessee, Must have been owned by exhibitor
thirty
days before this event. No exhibitor to enter more than one pair.
Horses 7•5 per cent. ,Equipment and general appointments 25 per
cent. Five to enter, $60.00, $25.00, $15 oo.

Magnificent Costumes.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1

p

1111111.111.111.
11.
11 11111
.
11.11W

CLARK'S SPECIALS
SATURDAY, OCT. 6
All Advertised Goods Guaranteed.

three. and Lighta and Colon( Form
Escheating NetfIng for the
EthIbition.

HARD TO SELECT THE WINNERS

24 lb. bag OinAgairlour for..
75c
8 bars Swift's pride soap for. _____
__._25C
`-‘ bu. Northern Irish Potatoes for .
2 cans new Thistle Peas for.
6 cakes Ivory Soap for..._
-2EC
Pint Bottle Vermont Maple Syrup for
15C
4 cakes German Sweet Chocolate for
25C
3 boxes Searchlight Matches
10C
2 lbs. beet quality Ginger Soape, for
.._.1 5C
2 cans French Sardines for
•
25C
New French Peas, per can for.
_20C
2 nice Mackerel for
1.5C
Roquefort' Cheese, per pound
'2 lbs. new Brick Codfish for
15c
Red Onions, per peck__
25C
Fancy Roman Beauty Apples, per peck__...
20C
3 Packages Arbuckle's Coffee for _
.
50C
New Country Sorghum, per
_
50C
3 packages new Rolled Oats for........
-25C
Sweet Potatoes, per peck._
---15C
Concord Grapes, per basket
20C
Fancy Lemons, per dozen
20C

Auspicious, indeed, was the opening of the horse show last night at
Reports of the administrator show
Wallace park.
that the much talked of Gorman esThe weather was fine, the auditate amounted to only $612,000 inence a thoroughly representative,
stead of millions. Still, it required
and • good sized oue
about 2,000
FRI
tel'OltElt 3.
the practice of the strictest economy
-and the events brought out such
to save even that much out of •
splendid speciments of horse flesh
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
$5,000 salary.
as only Kentucky, famed for
her
0
fine horses, could produce.
septientier, 190e.
The dIffereure between Socialism
The crowd
commenced to come
..3ssl
17
3975 and Hearstism
is, that the advocate
about 7 o'clock, taxing the facilities
3
.3hh.:t
18
2948 of the former
talk Most about the
of the street cars to accommodate
.3878
4
19
3942 things they eelleve
in. and the latter
them, and by 8 o'clock the grand
• I_
,:ssti
20
5
3931
talk altogether about the things they
stand, the boxes and the bleachers
21
6
3959 don't
citation
attend
to
afternoon
the
reducts sail paying careful attention to
believe In.
were comfortably tilled.
7
3917
3949
22
ception of the Chess. Checker and our markets.
The show started at 8 o'clock
11113
3938
24
Whist
tin')
rooms
given
the
for
sponHe
said
Louisville
was jealous of
Queen Victoria, of Vain, has her
with
the grand parade of all the tes•
10
1931
25.,t ... 3929 picture
sort
vlattoralto
god
the home show.' Peducah from its ideal location to
on the latest ielFie of one cent
tries for the night, and the Program sidle
.3900
11
3935 stamps. When
26
Cheirmaa
Stone
called
for
short
balgolne
the
metropolis
of
Nue
Ibil
secthe gets it on the
12
.3911.
27
4019 label of a five-cent
speediest front the audience from per- 1 tion.
As a means of securing the went through on schedule iftne.
cigar eke will have
The • first event, the best single tack fright at the crowd
13. -- -.3540
331
4046 seetewillili
1141,
1314 whom he designated.
MT. Mat- conditions which he proved immiand the mu- .
s to fame. 14
.3992
thews was the first speaker and el- , gration would bring, he urged the or- carriage horse, brought out five en- sic and got beyond the young
29
4003
lady's,,
tries, Saunders A. Fowler, R. W. cootrui and
15
.3965
raced around the tlnit5
The eennsylvania coal companies pressed confidence in the succees of ganisation of a permanent immigraTully,
Total
C. L. Van Meter, James A. several times. Miss Nicholson
• .. $
event Reetake a rise out of Pitta- the convention; Mr. Phil Hollenhath, Lou bureau.
shrre:i
Glauber. of Paducah. and
delegate from the Louisville Cointner..
E. H. ed her horsemanship, howevert end
The organisation
Average for September. 4E4
cite club, took exception to Mr.
Following is the report of the Haley. of Murray, and the first prize handled it splendidly', getting the
was &circled to Mr. Haley, th.eesee- horse under control
Average fur September. 1905
Wheeler's remarks that Paducah and eorumittee on organization:
3656
just about the l
The extravagance of our spendWest Kentucky must work alone. He
Mr. Chairman and genflemen of ond prize to Mr Tully, aed the time some of the spectators started
thrift rich is a burning issue.
Increase
thought the movement was tdo broad the convention:
283
third to Mr. Glauber. The prizes were to her assistance. It was
hard for
for this end of the state. Chairman
-- -Your committee' appointed to sub- $15, $10 and $5.
the •ndience to pick the winner of
Stone said he would take in the re- mit a plan of organizati
Personally appeared 'before me,
-The
second event, the best com- this event, but the judges
on for the
gave the
mainder of the state later on. Mr. Approval of the convention
this October 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton.
. beg bined horse. mare or gelding, to prise te Mrs. Charles Graham.
Holle n bac h darer'he& his ex_pefiwaces _leave to tontine- the'
:general inattegee of The Sun, who etbe showed under saddle and driven ------genighter Program.
Wincing- .
when be landed in this eStultry thirarms that the above statement of the
in -harness. brought out a fine field
The program for tonight is the
That we organize an immigraty-eight years ago and weed sym•"culatton of Tite Sun for the month
of entries, Kr. Lang's Rebellion, Mr. best one in the
entire series, and
tion association with headquarters at
pathetic treatment of the immigrants
of September. 1906, vs true to the
Burke's of Cairo: Belisle; lames P. if the weather is
favorable, an old
Paducah, to be known as The Westwhen they arrive.
best of his itnowledge and belief.
Campbell. Jr.'s Pansy; Powell and story now, the
beet crowd of the
ern Kentucky and Southern Illinois
Isue.TER PCRYEAR. Notary Public.
Mr. B.-H. Scutt emphasized the
Parker's Kentucky Chieftain: Mr. shop will be in attendance
(()out inuesi From Page One.)
.
value of organized effort. Capt. Ed Immigration association.
My tonitniseon expires January
Billings High Wave; Mr. Van MeThe children's events will come off
2.
That the objects of the associ- tees
Farley told of practical results from
22, 1908.
Gypsle: Mr. Burke's Nellie tonight, and the preparations
said he came to the convention to
for
the itseetten of immigrants in ankle ation shall be the sending abroad Papst: Mr. Kolb's Lady Rose; Mr.
learn something of the Subject of imthem have been elaborate. Last year
representat
ives,
one or mole, as may Haley's Martin: Mr.
country, and Judge John Mocit adDaily Thought.
Boswell's of these events were the best of the
migration from us to carry back to
be deemed necessare, la the northMayfield, Nora Dire, and Ittey and show from the standpoint
"Life in the highest sense is the his associates. He said west Ken- vised immigration, not because we
of Interest
west, and
other quarters
where Tyree's, of Mayfield. Star. Cromwell. :elicited.
continuity of pure thought and un- tucky had made more progress in ourselves are not good farmers, but
The little fellows and the
deemed necessary, suitable
have-a
number
greater
farmers
to
of
adverseethe doing."
Mr.
Boswell's
holding flee convention than Louisentry
won the first little misses are as much excited
ening matter, advertising the section
to till the waste lands.
premium, Key and Tyree the second over the events
ville had made .n many years, In the
as any or
older
of
country
Secretary
Skinner
read telegrams
workinkwith this associ- and Poiret! and Parker
THE DELEGATES DUTY.
matter of Immigration, tied that LOUthe third.
heads could be over the ot
emit from railroad presidents, senator Me- ation. and working' up coIonies of
The third event. !dr the best !tidy and many a little
Is this convention to be the end ISTIlle had its eye on Its. He PIM
prayer
fa:'
r
•
Creart
Commissio
Sargent
immigrants
.
.
ner
and
, and Inducing teem to rider, the prize for
which was a sil- night has been sent Into the weathe
of the immigration movement in gritted that In midi movements. as
others wishing success to the conven- make their homes In locations emin all new movements. gold Arias
ver Cup, was won by Mrs. George man, who it is claimed controls
southwestern Keut ucky 7
•
tion. The convention adjourned till braced by this association, and to
Flonrnoy. The other entries were elements. From
bought at every turn, and
is the organisation of the
Illi- could
observation, howev10 o'clock Yriday morning.
carry
on this work in the northwest
cautious treatment of the
Miss Fannie Carter anti MIN& Nichol- er. It seems no human
nois
Keniticky
immigration
bu- advised
controls them. I
of our own country, in the great
Wheelenet. Addreits,
C.
k.
la- son.
reau to terminate the tulips1
The weather, unless It In raining;
of the subject. .4nother point brought out
In the principal address of the day, bor centers or elsewhere, as may
be
by hint, wan that the only restriction
The fourth event, for the best in torrents, won't interfere
delegates to the convention?
with the
Hon. Charles K. Wheeler spoke for deemed chi, and proper for getting
,
. gentleman rider, brought out, too, a
If so. the delegates have wasted on immigration this country needed
show, as the grounds drain rapid.'
forty minutes yesterday afternoon It the best results.
big number of entries, and some fine and the grand
money and valuable time In costing Was that the phtsically unfit should
stand is dry and well the convention and was accorded un3. That the territory embraced by exhibitions of
here on a mission of such tempora- be etced. but that any other qualriding were given. The protected. The approaches from the!
divided attention.
handling
His
ot
the
organization cover
ifications are advanced by Interests
what is entries were:
ry leeriest.
•
entrance gate are also In .good con-I
the subject showed -not technical 'Mown
as Jackson's Purchase in
Zack Bryant, Wiillam Minton, S. dition.
No doubt, leprogram for sustaining in this country which have selfish knowledge-but
the
length
and Keeducky.
immigrants
excluding
motives
in
.
Lyon county and Living- P. Johnson, Cecil Dickerson, Ben
the sork started hy the convention
breadth conception of the subject ston
After discussion of the report, the
county, Ceiro and Metropolis, Frank, W. I. Sturdivant. E. A.
wie he mapped (((It and adopted, but
Fitzwhich Is new.- necessary at this stage
Notes.
convention adjourned till 2 o'clock
and their respective counties, Hop- .geraid, James
unless the delegates
Lang, Dick Williams,
themselves
immigration movement.
of
the
It was a dress and beauty show, as
In the afternoon.
Will
Rudy,
keep tip their pereon
E. A. Burk. Dr. Basta, well as horse
il interest in
Mr. Wheeler struck the spirit of
show, but the horse
The report itself shows that the
(Continued on Page Two.)
James Utterback, Cade Davis and
the work ;I 5th die out before the
the convention when he said
the
was first -In point of interest. It would
subject had been well digeeett beJoseph Fisher.
movement is fairly uuderway.
American way of speech-making as
be hard to find a prettier sight than
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
fore It was pie Into • writing. Tire
*very
The delegates came here from
goes
gualuta
,
The prize was captured by former that grand stand and the two
you
feel
movement.
starter
a
better.
for
great
LaxFoa
any
rows
committee gave ninth thought to its
keens sour whole lariats right. S014 ..• the Mayor
their respective cities and counties;
James M. Lang. The crowd of boxes fringing it last night. The
eonstruction and when read before should in this Instance give way to lereaey.beek Was erreyerhorre. Mee in, tat I.
to learn ways and means aud psnek,
picked him as a winner on the first forty-four boxes
actual work. Restiltx are the work
were ft:led with
the ictivention thls morning, was. In
!AMP'', and to carry
lap around the ring, ,..td he was handsomely dressed men
not of talking but of doing. lie said flow the
home . with
and women
its essentials, a complete plan of orMood Vloln Affortor Health.
them ideas, formulated In convent
we are all descendants of immigrants,
Few people appreciate the necessi- loudly cheered when he carried off competing, as it seemed, with th
gametal:on.
r -tion. The people In
their home
and for that reason he did not sym- ty of keeping
the cup, the prize.
fine display of thoroughbred• its Si,.the blood In every way
While the atteedance at the contovrml, whlie, no define Interested
pathise with the letter day hue rod in good
The fourth event was for the best ring.
condition If they would have
In immigration, cannot be imbued ventitni hits been -several hundred ry against the flood of foreigners
match pair of horses for two-seated
Mr. Scott Isbell, one of th e
good health.
expected.
than
that
less
still
Is
not
a
with that fintieleasm onit propagatyeero coming to our shores.
We
There are two factors In disease, rig, vehicle 25 per cent, general ap- said last night that he had beet,
detraction from its smeess for ewer
(critter
ed by
A .11 others bent on the
should get good immigrants-but any chisel, by an
endlesa variety of chan- Pointments 15 per eent. Tito entries Ism at horse allows and country fa,.
was repreftented.
and county
same tuisenti ,ftil actuated by the I it
man who had the independerc• and
ges and combinations define every were Hume Ogilvie seromPlisleff hr for the past six rears and that ti
essential
The
object
convenof
the
same mete,manhood to leave home ties for a departure
Miss Lucy
Moore: 'Wylie
from normal conditions.
Tully Paducah show was the equal of at'
tion, to effect a permentuit organizaThe-e met,
;3e-fel funds
for tion has been realised. And the del- new laid, usually would make • good
•
These are the BLOOD and the alone; Owen Tully alone: E.IA. Ha- of them.
Is proving most Interesting to
earning on tints efee, securing imcitizen. We should not allow
our NERVES. They
The association is already plannir._
sustain life, and ley with Met. James Sleeth and Mr.
egates will go to their home's aftei
the
public and successful to US.
migrants, it,sitielintng some means
wealth tb create a encIbbleb objection END
It.
Gus Thompson, accompanied by Miss for a larger. and better show re
pleasant as well as a
It is the most repreaentailve
to protect this sf.. I lOn against unde- having bad a
to the humble Immigrant. He said
year.
The blood must maintain a steady, Martha Davis and
Tile convention has
Mr. and
profitable visit
Mrs.
clothes show ever held in Padunimble foreieticis and to encourage
Padmith should be the center of the awlft
Many of- the immigration
and equal flow or had coast- James Utterback. Mr. Haley won
dc
lifted Paducah_ up before the eyes of
cah. Much was expected of the
the coming of those we want. These
country adjacent for_a hundred and queries'.
gates
were
in
forst*. Every organ and tis- first prise Of $25; Wynn Tully secattendance last •
the whole stateotnd for th a 1aTiine. arty miles
new store, and keen has been
in emsey direction. - That
funds rime T_Larr.-from the people of
ane 'Oust Let its -right share of blood, ond prize of $15. anti Gums Thompson Capt. W. J. Stone, of Lyon ce.,
the observation to see it we
the vast amount of work has been reChicago
or St. Louis or Louisville no more,
sonthwe-tern Kentucky to whom
who is chairman of the conventio:
no lass. atop it and the sys- third prise of $10.
paid In their nallilation.
measured up.
could not take that country in. The tem is
Joust be brought h-o-me the _greatness
occupied a box with Capt. Ed Farne
soon poisoned with .accumnMany comments were "heard on the
The alatiti---esetivt, the best live gaitOur success hats demo'strated
heretofore has gotten only an Jilted
south
of the no p,,, tiTIrrroffered
and Mr. Will Himmel.
in thts excellent manner In which Captal
body sewage, and lack of proped horse, mare or gelding owned in
that we have.
nsigniticant part of the million or Cr
m-ncement.
The
handling
of the crowds Is fine
nouriehtnent two; up, headaches, cute "Keittiteny,
W. J. Stone has melded over the
southern Illinois or
more immigrants to tills country and tired, Worn
The-kailticith Commercial dub can
Competent ushers seat the audience
We want you to try the new
otit sensations, no life, West
eonvention, and the good work of
Tennessee
brought
out
the
folIncrease
to
that part of its proper no energy
no. carry on its,
without any confusion or delays.
houlders the whole Secretary Bartley Skinner.'
store - to see the offerings.
and other
kindred &O- lowing entries: Mr.
Lang's Rebellion,
proportion we must go straight to mega*
reaporishiley of keeping alive the
The audience Is generous in its apEverything was planned for
follow,
President Hughes will call A meet- the foreigner
Mr. Van Meter's'Ortseie; Mr. Wiland toll him of our
flames of interest all over this
plause of horses and drivers end
your eatiefaction, and yitll will
Right the blood flow, and they all
sec- ing of the directors within 30 days.
cox's
Panchen;
Burke's
Mr.
of Cairo. riders, and
country. • He said It collie be better lea ye.
tion. Local feminization Is essential
find what you want. Everyshows its Judgment is in
We-owl Kesuiders.
Bessie;
Mr. Fitzgerald's
for this section to hare numerous
Nellie accord with that of the
to effectual work In each district.
thing is absolutely fresh and
This Is the Osteopathic theory. It
judges in
To the music of the Paducah Mili- small landlords, who would develop
PaPet: Mr Atkin's' Mettle Fowler: most
Every delegate to this convention
new, and everything is tutu,
of the events.
Merely
goes
back
to the beginning
the
tary band, the delegates to the immi- their land
Kolb's
Mr.
Lady Rose; Mr. Haley's
to , its caparitt, than
a of disease. It finds most
Must consider himself an apostle of
The show Is over by 10:30 o'clock
beet manufacturers is the coundisease is Gold
gration convention convened for the smaller number
Dula;
Mr.
would
who
Billing's
mYrely
High
try. Not from one, but from a
each night.
Immigration. He must go home laassociated with an abnormal blood
afternoon session at 2 o'clock yes- skim its resources.'
Wave; Cade Steward's Rex; Mr.
dozen of them, as only iii auch
dened with Information and set to
This afternoon the following addiflew.
terday afternoon.
Boswell's. of Mayfleld, High Art. tlonal
way can we get the range of
Then, the full resources of our land
work while his own enthusiasm Ix
entries were made;
Especiallyduring the fail and winHon, Charles K. Wheeler was the
and Key and Tyree's of Mayfleld,
never can be developed until a greater ter months is It necessary to keep
styles,
IRebel Dare, Jetties M. Lang. gray
cuts and patte1138 we
hot within hint to prosecute with arthe
principal epeaker. After his speech.
variety of products, are -gleed
shbuld be satisfied In offering
It blood flow right. Exercise of the entry. The crowd picked Mr. Atkin's stallion, age 5, ring 5.
dor hie .own dilly in the movement. Mr. George
('. Wallace moved the
Mettle Fouler for winner of the
has been demonstreted that ear:e- Tight sort is a good stimulant
Padticahans
Kitty Wossotn,
It it, not 111.COS. ary to tell the del- chair
P. Fitzgerald.
for
that a perinanent inintigratlor
Drop In tomorrow, in positing,
egates what are the benefits ofl Im- bureau he formed and that the chair mend terming la far more eronsable, Circulation. but the dry hot air tried- event, nut...iffq and TIrtafizirriet) off black mare, age
6.
the first prenilorn. and Mettle Fowand let us show you the new
followed by the Osteopathic
migration. They realized them before appoint a committee of delegates and less wearing on the soil ,lisn
--All members of the Evergreen
grays, checks, plaids, stripes in
they came to this convention. We from the two.states to draft a plan where the products are confined to a treatments, which I am giving with ler. with Mr. Armstrond riding, the
second. Mr. Hays of Mayfield, won circle, W. 0. W.. are requhsted to
few stepiee. But It would be just ar sorb marked good reetults. Is the
the latest Disliking gentlemanly
nnly desire to impress on them their or organization.
best
the third.
necessary for the farmers to work treatment yet discovered.
he at Broadfoot's hall, Third and
tate dictate's.
own reeponeibillty for the future of
enstrinam W. J. Stone then read
from the first day of January till 0.s
The Belvedere cup for the hest Elizabeth streets, Sunday afternoon
Why? Sinitny because they go to
the movement.
the following appointments to thiet
last day of December, as the rift the baste
lady driver was one of the features at 2 o'clock to go to the unveiling In
committee: D. W. Coons, Paducah:
the evening, and
Conte to see me at any time and 1
brought out a body.
The failing off in the registration W. H. Vets. Bal:and county:. G. N. business man. He expressed the hole.
that this seetion never will see the can easily satisfy your that I can
figures Indicate that the local cam- McGrew, Livingston county; W. F
noon some splendid drivers, Mrs, George
time when extremes of poverty and build up the run-down system, while Flournoy, driving Mr. Haley's
--Five hundred score cards for
paign committees have their work MeCtirtney. Metropolis; W. L. Bower.
handwealth exist.
you are attending to your usual du- some span which had won the first sale at The Bun °Mee -twenty-fi
mapped out for them. The next reg- McCracken coulee: 3. L. Smith. Lyon
ve •
For l'aducah, Interurban railways ties. I shall, too, be pleased to refer in the matched pair
event; Mrs. cents each.
istration day is Tnexday, October 16, county; Senator Conn Ginn, Murray:
would be the greatest single factor you to people you know well who are Charles Graham, driving
one of Mr.
In the meantime the Republieaa co'n- 3. H. Little and R. L. Ithemwell, Mar411,..42
In Its growth but rallroada and inter- enthuslantte in their praises of the Otis Thompxon's horses;
1"1"
111111,
,
134-1."
Mrs. LuthventIon will be held, and it may be shall county. The committee ad--All members of Magnplla Grove ;
urban railways would rorne. only treatments.
er Graham, Miss Nicholson, Miss No, 2, Woodmen Circle, are earnestthat 'he result of that meeting Will journed Insimedlately with laetrileWhen we have the traMc to auppost
My oftlee hours are from 8 to 12 Hallene Yancey
and
Mrs. John ly requested to be at Broadfoors I -------- ---------he such Mt to Induce all the rest of Roos to report at Priday InoritInee
• .•
them, and that kettle can be secured a. In and 2 to 4
Bleeticer. An exciting ineldisat-of the Hall, suliflay as fg.0, to 'take part I • PotFee Com miesioner
P.
the., voters to *oat. oet seed reyrister session.
J K. tioiaii
by inereamieg mit population by Im- Or. 0. B. FROAGR,
event
516
wan
a little orient not dew* *a in
Broadway.
e unveiling ceremonies Br or- is in Lotilscliimenjoylvig the ho
to help elect the ticket. The figure-4
The delegates were extended an In migration,
by diversifying farm proP.hOste 1407.
1-0_,r,n,
.
.t*
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ORGANIZATION OF
BUREAU OUTLINED

'ty the New Sto,!

Our Exhibition of
Fall Clothing
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Our Suit Micel Rang-e
From 1/0 to 140.
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THE PADTTAH IDVENING STJN
all .1...esit lug, to att. uti
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DAILY ARRIVALS
Are becoming common occurrences
at our store. Every day we show an
entire new line and assortment of all
classes in Ready-to-Wear Garments.

(

terpco

baleen. Rtally-taWear $tine.
317 BfOiChtlif

LOC.IL LINES.
•

a

Ii

-For Dr. Pendley ring 418.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have moved their flower store to 529 Broadway.
-Mr. Will .1. Gilbert has purchased the drug business of smith & Na.
gel at Fourth and Broadway, and
will assume charge at once. The
stand is one of the best In the city,
and Mr. Gilbert is to _be congratulated on swenring it. Mr. Gilbert is one
Of the mote popular of the younger
business men of the city. For several
years he has been traveling out of
Louisville for a wholesale drug firm.
-City subscribers to the
Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our collectors or make their requests direct
to The Sun oMce. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given to
se: our terriers. OUR Pub. Co. •
-Pervious Carter. of Greenville.
Pa., today was sent to Jefftfrson barracks and asalgned to cavalry sere1c. He is the only recruit enlisted
by Rergeent Blake - since Lieutenant
William fitted hist visited Paducah.
-Dr. 011inert, Osteopath, 406 1Broadway. Phone 1$6.
---Little Miss [Arline Wilkerson.
daughter of Mr. W. L. Wilkerson, of
the Palmer-Viiiirerson Transfer company, fell frail a Shetland "pony "at
Fourth and
dleort streets yesterday
afternoon"°
lecideteffiss caused
by thee saehtle 'tipping. The little
girl was rescued by her sister and
was slightly bruised.
-One load of our coal will make
you an advertleer for us. Bradlee
Bros. Phone 3211.

I

--Last night the Elks held a
meeting to settle on a date for the
opening, and It was decided to postPone it until the building was complete and ready for an inspection by
the public. Several pieces of turn'.
tire have' not been shipped and as
soon as they arrive the house committee will report to the lodge and
the opening Immediately arranged.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 300 Fraternity building.
-Charles Parker, employed at
the Powell-Rogers company rn,porte4
the loss of his Verse and buggy from
the park last night but this morning
the horse was found loose in the
woods- three miles from the park and
stabled at the Parrish wagon yard.
The owner 'hag recovered It.
-Our customers are our beet advertisers. Ask your neighbor. Bradley Bros. Phone 339
-Mr. Jesse Worten, son of Attorney J. 'M. Worten, found his horse
gone when _ he left the grand stand
after last night's horse show. He has
been unable to locate the animal.
-The Sun office Is prepared no
furnish the very latest things In engraved or printed calling cards and
Invitations Of any sort, and is mak-

Pure
Medicinal
Wines...
We carry a large assortment of line wines for
table and medicinal use.

Our Cooking
Sherry...
Is a pure, first quality,
domestic wine, of full age
and rich flavor, in half
gallon bottles for $1.25.

R. W.WALKER CO.
Inc cc/4111.41

131-ZUOUISTS,
'IS eat lirsoksiy.

11111

Night Bell at Side

[Wastes lady-4Wear Stare.
317 froalway

Ins special prices now.
---An excursion will be run inn
Paducah from St. Louie Sunday by
the Illinois Central leaving St. Louis
at 11:30 p. m. on the Meth and arriving here Sunday morning. It will
leave Padtteah at 5:30 p. in. on Sunday. The train will consist of six
coaches and one baggage cat.
-Old Reliable
Carterville, Ill.,
washed nut, and egg coal is
the
cheapest. Bradley IkageMpatte 239.
--The board of publio.aarks will
make a trip over the OAF 14 an automobile this afternoon to ascertain
pleee for placing the tweuty
the best ..
four ad3ft opal lights to be installed
when the'rri;is .machInery for the municipal 'Milling Mant arrives
--Something new--.a clever magazine for the railroad man. 'Twill.
too, interest erryone hut has an
especial attraction for the railroad
man and his family. Get the Srst
number, only 10c. R. D. Clements
& Co.

I

People and
Naessamt Events

Mornbig Card Party.
Miss Frances Wallace eas the hostess of a pretty card party this morning at her country home, "Eliersile,"
ein.716
In compliment to allsa Lticoe Bruen,
Parties sending in accounts of so- of Webb City. Mo., the guest of Miss
Chill eaten/thins...de will please sign Marjorie Scott.
them, as The Sum will Dot radials
Attorney C. C.- Grassharn and steu
cormounications seat In that are sot
ographer, Miss Mattis Brown, went
Maned.
to Oddyville this morning to attend
U. D. C.,
court.
The tenth apnatel oitieentAlto,cg
Harry Ashbrook, one of the best
the Kentucky division ot the United known plumbers In Paducah. and
Daughters of the Confederacy which prominent In union circles, left today
is in session at Pewee Valley is a for Albuquerque. N. M.. for the ben
most successful Ger-Aston.
efit of his health.
The convention was called to orMr. Harry Clark
son of Polled
der for the first *W1141011 in the Pewee Commissioner Mann Clark, has reValley Presbyterian church by Mrs. turned home to South McAllister, I.
Roy McKinney. of Paducah. state T, after a several week's visit to ills
president. Before the close of the father.
afternoon session
Police Captain Frank Harlan has
more than one
hundred delegates had
reported. returned front Chicago, where he
Many if melts attending from various had been visiting his daughter, an I
pares of the state brought the attend- Detective Will Baker, who has been
ance up nearly to 200 persons. The acting In his place, is in harness
beautiful grounds of the Confederate again
Miss Mary Dillin, who has been
Home had been decorated for the
oneasknr with reePand white bunting the charming guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl L. Faust, at Cochran apartand small Confederate flags.
During the Morning session Colo- ments, returned to her home in
nel Bennett H. Young announced to Nashville. Tenn., today.
Mr. B. J. Feeney, traveling enginthe delegates that Mrs. I.. Z. Duke,
of New York, had made a donation eer of the Illinois Central railroad.
of $2,200 for the building of an as- returned today from a trip over the
sembly hall at the home, to be lo- Louisville & Tennessee Central diecated imrsiediately east of the in- tricts of the system.
Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Murrell and
firmary. The astiounsement was received with 'great enthusiasm, and Mr. and Mrs. Roe McKtnney, of Pathe delegates testified their apprecia- ducah, have been spending this week
in Louisville attending the horse
tion of Mrs. Duke's generosity by
reseletion, which the secretary was show. Mrs. Martell and Mrs lefKinnet,' are also attending the state
directed to forward to Mrs. Duke.
One of the features of the session convention of the U. D. C. at Pewas a lively discussion of the ques- wee Valley, this week.- Louisville
tion of levying a one cent per capita Evenieg Post.
tax to provide prizes for esemer by
ehildren under 16 years of age on
the causes leading up to the war between the states
The motion was
carried amid much excitement. Afterwards
the
Cross of Honor
and the_Forreet badges Were_oonfiere
red on a number of veterans in the
Confederate home Thursday afternoon at the lawn fete in the Confederate Home grounds. Mrs Roy McKinney. of Pathless and Gen. A. H.
Tyler, of Hickman, had
this in
charge.
A delightful evening reception
was given the delegates at the Confederate Home, where the slate officers are being entertained. Palms.
Sowers'and gag* were the deemstions and frappe was served in loving cups..with apprnpriare•souvessirs
for each guest

P.tale ?WE.

110T1614 A1011%1124.
Palmer House--Oris B. Hastings,
Cairo, III., Luis Hastings Cairo, 111..
J. B. Ilasick,, St. Louis; W. Northern.
Abner Johnson, R. L. Thornton, H
M. Maize, George T. Kowalsky, St
Louis; Ed Dunn, Wickliffe; R. B
Buchanan, New York, F. L. Danin
Kalamazoo, E. C. Perkins, St. Louis;
D. E. Woolley, Cincinnati; E. .3
O'Brien, Louisville; John M. Taylot
Chicago; it. Mullins, Indianapolis;
W. H. •Degges, Indianapolis: U. C
Caleutt, Dyernburg; J. H. Coleman,
Murray; J It. Davis, Smithland;
P. Berry, Birdsville; Mr. and Mrs
P. H. Bush, SmIthiand; J. T. Davis
Bardeen, George Daher, Wickliffe,
LeRoy Lightfoot, tnenderaon; Gee
Tobb, Louisville; J. N. Trimbl,.,
Wickliffe; H. flubling, Wiekliffe

Wish%lehh3MMSWMC36%Wa%%10053410eShWaVeleleng

DID U KNOW?
That the heat units in a HEATING
STOVE is what counts in heating
cold air? A stove may put forth its
best efforts to serve, but Packing in
heat units, can only heat a little
space around it.

HART'S HEATERS

Belvedere Hotel- J. E. Robinson.
Clarksville, Tenn.; H. A. Cunningham, St. Louis; S. S. Shaw, New
York; R. S. Bussey, Clinton; J. D
Templeman, Princeton; S. C. Duke
Eddyville; G. W. Mathews, Eddywills; George Myers, Chicago; F. J.
Sander., Indianapolis; Y I. Arnett,
Mayfield.
Notice to Property Owners
The board of public works and
the city engineer will meet on Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock, October
9th, to inspect the contract work of
streets and concrete sidewalks, curb
and glitter on Kentucky avenue
from First to Ninth street, and on
Sixth, Seventh
Ninth streets
and
from Kentucky avenne to Broadway.
and on
Broadway
front Fifth to
Ninth- street, to inspect the bitulithic
streets and concrete- sidewalks. verb
and gutters constructed under contracts with the Southern BitulithIc
company.
They will also meet on Wednesday morning, October 10th, at 9:30
o'clock to inspect Jefferson street
from Second to Ninth, the streets
and concrete sidewalks, curb •nd
gutters, and on Sixth, Seventh and
Ninth between Jefferson and Broad
way streets.
All property owners desiring to
be present at
this inspection are
hereby notified of same. Start will
be made at First and Kentucky avenue on Tuesday afternoon
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
By Dr. J. Q. Taylor, Secretary.
L A, Washington, City Engineer.
a.

Are made with hat units everywhere
The larger stovei have very powerful circulation features also, making
it easy for HART'S STOVES to do
the work, which is the reason they
use so LITTLE FUEL and LAST
so LONG.

Prices Low #
•

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO.

Striking Cane of Heredity.
George Bernard Shaw, the playSKKSICICKSW6SZCIVICIMIC10626113.3T1615111616%1011
wright, has a good deal of contempt
..111111•1111•11111.1111M111110
for scientists. "We hold scientists in
FREE TO LADIES--Handeonse
too high honor," he wrote reseutly to
stick pin of exquisite and exclusae
design; also valuable beaely secret;
an American admirer. "We mice
-Dick WadlIngtme colored, was
Neu
nrortNtraisty-IIMP-arrti strz---'
them too much on faith. We believe
arreeted this isiortillig by Patreltnan
dress. Merle Supply Co., St. Louis.
every
scientific
assertion.
no
•
matter
Emil Gourieux on a bench warrant,
Mo.
how incredible It ma) be. And how
charging him with malicious assault.
A MODERN HOME. for sale, Sla
Incredible, how preposterous, much of
NOW IS THE accented time ,for
He was ladicted for assaulting Lela
rooms,
bath, furnace
hardwood
this
scientific
talk
is!
There's heredyou to look about your tire and turns.
Burn, colored, cook at the residence
floors, up-',o-date is erecry particuity, for instance. I have seen books
of Attorney W. A. Berry.
do insurance. as fail and winter are
He Is
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
or heredity that were about as logical
coming. Remember tier old and relocked up in the county jail pending
Fifth
street.
as the remark of an old woman whose
art low Of the court.
liable
Friedman Insurance Agency.
J. E. MORGAN, blacesnoth, 105
daughter played the piano.
°Mc. No. 128 South Third street. Of-Do sot be deceived.. Bradley
"'Your daughter plays well,' a woflee telephone No. • 940.
Residence S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville.
Apples on a Grapevine.
man said to her.
phone
No.
1581.
We
represent
some work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
(IL washed coal. Phone 339.
to the yard of the home of William
"
of
'Yee,'
the
the
old_woman
.
best
replied,
she J. Fink at Bethlehem there I. a freak
oldest and
-.MP. C. S. Fels, manager of the
Insurance tom: for fore stone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
does have a fine touch and it's no growth
Paducah branch of the Hammond
that has aroused the wonder patties, which are Paying their losses
promptly. We protect your interests,
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Maiese
wonder, for she loves the plane and
Packing company on lower WashingalkoitaYe tont it, ..A lOw. slen:liver Ores ni it.. Veto tiee site's a
ton street, has been transferred to
der branch of a grapevine has put Amid yeti better be safe than aorly. ry and concrete work a spectattn•
°Mee 126 South Fourth. Phone 460.
great taste for music; but, then, that's forth two clusters of three each of a (live us a call._ ,
Jacksonville. Fla., to manage the
only natural, for her grandfather had fruit
btancth there and has been succeeded
HEATING and stove wood, Frank Residence phone 1237. Prompt atresembling an apple
Hall This Keening.
tention to all estimates.
hie Ault fractured with a cornet at a
here by Mr J. tl. Fritziun. the head
both Meanest 437.
The presence of a large apple tree
The horse show ball will take picnic.' "-New York Tribune, ,
bookkeeper, who has been with the
WANTED-A, No.
solicitors
a few rods away has led some to beFOR RENT-One side of store
1
company some time. Mr. Fetish has place this evening at the Elks' Home
men who can' approach all retail mer
lieve that the growth on the goose- 428 Broadway, Phones 1513.
chants with a strong legitimate prop'-er
been here two years and'will leave and will be an especially handsome
A man is always proud of his vine is a product of a mingling
of
COW FOR SALE -Apply B. Vanosition, mile men capable of making
many friends here to regret his de- affair. The grand march will start at beard, even If It looks like a flaxseed apple, and grape
pollen.
develde, 1207 South Seventh street.
big money need answer. Address by
perturs. The promotion of the book- 10:30, there will be three dance fig- Poultice.
Others who have men the freak
P'OR
RENT- Furnished
room, letter, "Solicitor." care Sun Publishkeeper is deserved
ures after this and then a three fa.
apples, regard them as the result of
ing Co., Paducets. Ky,
726 Jefferson. Old phone 1205.
-When you order a rig from us vor cotillion will be danced. The fathe stinging of the vine by some 4n
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping,
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room house,
you are talking to one of the pro- vors are all appropriate to the horse
sect
modern conveniences. Old phone 464. Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
prietors61-egpable clerks (not . show and will he attractive souvenirs
The apples ars now about as large
driver or hostler) who written flies end of the event. Mrs. George C. WalCLEANING and pressing neatly $4 a month. Draughon's Practical
as small crab apple.
They lack a
fills the order at appointed time. Pale lace and Miss Anna Webb will have
done.
James Duffey, old phone 718-r. Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
well defined stem, growing doge to
Phone 1755. Cali, phone or write for
mer Transfer company,
the favor table in charge The cote- WheatFOR RENT-Four rooms upetairs.
•
Opea
Close the vino -Philadelphia Record.
catalogue. It will convince you tnat
the 11-year-old ion will be led by Mr. Roy Culley
--Hugh Agnew
4I•5
South
street.
Third
Dec
744
75%
Draughon's is the beat.
son of Mr.-and Mrs. Monroe Agnew, and Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips.
May
FOR SALE-Household furniture
78%
7944
He's All Right.
of GIS Elisabeth street. 111 extremely 'who is the chairman of the entertain- (Jora-SALE--A new tnree-room
Apply
420
South
Sixth.
-Hello. 'old man.
Haven't seen
The little fellow suffered a re- ment committee. Three dances will
Dec,
12
42% anything of yost Mace you got mar- --WANTED-(7ompetent bookkeeper "L" house not quite completed, but
lapse of scarlet fever.
alto, follow the cotilions.
May
will be In ten days. Large front 2and
43% sled. How goes it!"
42%
at once. P. 0. Box 665.
-We guarantee to _pease you
The grand march will be led be Oatsback porches Kitchen closet. Jones
"Thanks, fairly well. But marWANTED- A first-class washwith
d Taylor, Ky., Lump coat. R. B. Phillips and
Dec.
street between Eighth
Mrs, Thomas
34% riage is a costly job' if you only
and Ninth
34'4
woman, Apply 417 N. Fourth street.
129 Bradley Bros
Pho
Leer!).
,
PoetStratots. Part cash. Balance on monthknew what the dressniskers charge!
WAN1ED-To rent a nice sevenJac.
At the tea table Mrs. Campbell
I. and Mrs. W.Illam Long and
13.47 13.47
ly eaytnents. McCracken Real Estate
'So I suppose you regret It'"
room lions, Phone 1742
will
preside aud Mrs. Optionbaby
-Hdpkineville, are visiting rel- Flournoyand Mortgage Co.. Inc. See Lillard
"Oh- no, I married a dressmaker!"
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Ta- Sanders, President. Office 318 South
Dec.
ativeriand•lriends in Psducah and Thomas Leech at the punch bowl.
10.75 14.87
-Translated from Tales from Megmales go to "Shorty's" 111 /
1
2 Sou
Those assisting In recelyimi are:
4ars,
10.82 10.51
McCracken county. Gel !Aug k an
Sixth. Phone 765.
geodorfer Stetter.
Third or 117 North Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Leech. Mr. and
May
10.03 11.05
uncle of Chief James- Wood. of the
. AARE YOU out oi wore or dissatisMrs. Stocks-fire department, and wan oe e of the Mrs. IL B. Phillips. Mr. and
7-HICitORY WOOD-Phones, Old
fied with your present -employment
Absent Minded.
1.73%
1.74
Hopkins- Henry Rudy. Mr. and Mn.. Joseph
I. C.
442, New 698. Delivered promptly.
chief stockholders of the
or inhume! We can furnish
you
"Yon have three pars nf glasses. E. E. Bell & Sons.
ville Kitty league baseball associa- Friedman, Mr, and Mrs. Jacob Vs'alL. & N.
1.44
work wherein you can make from $3
professor!"
lerstein. Dr, and Mrs. Victor Voris,
1.87%
1.84%
11.-2-tion.
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished to $5 a day rolling "Oate:y's Good
"Yes, I ese-rine to read with, one
1.54% 1.51%
Rdg.
--Magnolle Grove, Woodmen Cir- Mr. and Mrs. John Bleacker, Mr. S.
rennin for housekeeping. Apply at Goods" On easy payments. No into sec. at a distance and the third to
1.77
1.74%
at. P.
cle, will hold its regular meeting to- A. Fowler and Mrs. Bertle Campbell,
1107 Monroe street.
vestment required or experience necend the other two."-Translated
Charles
Frances
981
/
2
Coz
and
98%
Miss
Mr.
Mo.
P.
Elks'
old
hall.
night at
COOK WANTED- Good cook can essary. John (lately, 24 Adams St.,
for Tales from "Filegenee hatter.
Davis
Frank
and
1.41%
1.41%
Mims
Wallace,
Penna.
Mr.
,
--There will be a private dance
get good wages. Apply 1935 Jeffer- Chicago.
Cop.
1.+Man-- 1 . I V%
Monday night, October R. given by Weigle Scott, Mr. Morton Hand and
son street
WHAT IX) YOU think of this:
Smel.
1.54%
1 .54 In
"TAWYE. Bruen.
the Heart Ease Lodge No. 31, Auxil- M.1
WANTED-Board in private fam- The prices below will be made 011
78
77%
Lead.
iary to the Brotherhood of Locomoily. Address "Engineer," 21)9 North December 31, 1906:
C. P. 1.
55% Morning Party.
tive Firemen.
Second streee GOLD SHELL CROWN, 22k .8350
1.07%
1.46%
U.S.
P.
-Dr. B. F. Ransdell. a dentist of
Mrs. George A. Fionrnoy will enFIRST CLASS upholstering. John GOLD FILLINGS
49
41
U
S.
friend
and
a
Brazil.
Julien).
de
Rio
tertain tomorrow
morning at her
Smith, e09 South
Fourth. Old SILVER FILLINGS
of Dr. J. Victor Voris Is in the city home "Lolomal Lodge," in compliphone 2370.
PLATE FILLINGS
Local Markets.
ment to her house guests Mrs. 0111
Dressed Chickens--30e. to 4-0c.
Bridge work a specialty 1:.61710
WANTED-Housekeeper to travel
A1
105
Dress Making.
Thomas of Mayfield and Miss May
Eggs-20c doz.
on show boat. Address H. 1.. B., care grades of plate work that will suit
Miss Maggie Nunemacher has re- SkeMngton of Nashville, and other
Fancy Michigan Potatoes, per pk. 20
Butter-25c lb.
you. Painless elleactlon of teeth. All
Sun.
turned and Is located at 507 South visitors in the city.
Roman Beauty Apples, per pk. ..15
1
Irish Potatoes-Per Me 70c,
on work guaranteed, and of best mate--VeARYtilDr-fo-ti-orrow I-700
Fifth street.
Extra
large
per
plc.
Apples,
Sweet Potatoes--Per bit. Gflc
two years' time. Security either per- rial.
6 bare. Octagon Soap for
25
Country Hams- 15c. Th.
The Junior Warden Missionary so
sonal or real estate. Address J. care DR. KING BROOKS, Dentine Sixth
t
Floating
bar
White
Soap
free
Green Sausage--lfic lb.
and Broadway.
riety of the Broadway Methodist
Sun
with each goat) order
Sausage--10c lb.
church will meet tomorrow afternoon
Famous White Dove Flour, per
FOR RENT-Four' unfurnished
Country Lard--11c lb.
at 3 o'clock with Miss Mary Starr at
A Texas Hanger.
sack
115 rooms. Modern conveniences. Ap-6c
Lettuce
bunch
the Sans Soucl flats on North Ninth
Coming
to The Kentucky for▪ one
Extra Fancy Patent Flour per sk 60 ply 601 North Seventh street, Old
Tomatoes-15e gallon.
street. Ever
Weather k - remlested
performance, on Tuesday, Is the latFancy Straight FlotW, per siaek :
phone 569.
POIClies-40c basket.
to be present as tiusinees of impOrl•
est creation from the prolific pen of
Any flavor Extract 2 for
gallon.
15
awe will be &Acumen
FOR RENT-Tisree unfurnished the author of western melodrama Grapes, per basket . .
Extra Fancy Bananas, per doz.
15
Roasting Mars-10c doses.
rooms for light housekeeping. Bath Mr. Ernest Stout ---entle.ed "A Texas
Bananas, per doe, large fat ones 15c
2 pkgs Macaroni for
15
Cantaloupes-20 to 48c dos.
and all modern conveniences. Phone Ranger " Well has it been termed
Potatoes, those mealy kind, large,
Chapter Meeting.
2 pkgs. Sarotoga Flakes for
25
Butterheans-10e. quart.
"an nonaeeherle play of the plains,''
1219.
20c
per peck
It pkgs Vanilla Wafers for
25
Celery- 30c dozen, '
Paducah chapter. Daughters of the
teeming with the prairie's glowing
Stmoked Bloaters, 4 for
5c American
basket.
on
LOST--Jewel
buckle
Grapes--Vac
white
silk
3
pkgs
Graham Wafers for
25
Revolution held the floe
Honey, per pectage
1 rse Meeting
Parsnips--$t.0(1
It pkgs. Nabisco Wafers for
25 ribbon last .night on lefal ro4. Re- life, and the haphazard Mit withal
for the season with Mrs.
chivalrous eharacterletics of a peoGOODS JUST IN.
Mixed cakes. per lb
15 ward It' returned to 321 South
George C. Thompson of West Broadple who roam the wilds and live the
New Raisins, dried appls, tnackrel,
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
2 White Line Wash Powder for
5 Fourth street.
way, this afternoon. An interesting
frontier life at tbe military post In
dried and Holland herring, smoked
ho.
-68c
Wheat
Soap
Fuller's
bars
5
2
for
program was enjoyed.
WANTED-To rent, four or five the land where nature
bloaters, Kosher sausage and tongue(
abounds.
Corn-58c' Mi.
10
3 cans Potted Ham for
room eottag . Must be In good reFleishman's Yeast Cake, !Ring and
dealHay-From jobbers to r.'ail
New Puffed Rice. Per Pkg.
10
pair and wit modern conveniences.
Riffle Clam to Reeurne.
Foamaline for ice Cream, BrnmanWhen the heart has s certain men'ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim, New Relied Oates per pkg. ....II)
730.
Call old pho
gelon, etc.
ure of distress it le agitated and In
Rev. David Cade Wright will re- $17; No. 1 Tim., $16.50 No. 2 Tim..
Next Tuesday we will have prewoe and
We have the 1900 Washing Ma- tone his Bible class on Monday af- $16, Fancy northern Mover $16. serving
FOR SA
- Small stock of gro- revolt, but when it is 101
Pears, per bushel $1.00
chine at our store. Call and see It ternoon,.-October 8, at 4:30 o'clock. , From country wagons at public qualei For family use we will sell pure eerie% Rain
and hornet and wag- ('an contain no more It le still. and
Meaning frOe per load tf you heal It at Ute.Oracs'Epincopal path& Wile.
If xold at once Ad. He Mildness Paseee;tor resignation to
medlyret to very poet, $11 to $17 distilled and bonded whisky
4.1.1,0,
rotellel f.
[destiny.
A cordial invitation is extended to per ton for vatous mlitaras.
s of Tbe nun.
wine,

TIPS.
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BRYANT'S
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PLATT COLLAPSES
IN HOTEL LOBBY

PALMA LONG AGO
FORESAW OUTCOME

RI VE R

Iti%er 811004,,
Cairo
, • 144
Chattanooga
111.4
Cincinnati ..
14.6
Evanaville
.14.8
Vioralusi
1 6.6
JohlisonvIlle
20.8
6.2
lidlilltant Mrs. Plait Leaps Front Bag- rLouLsvflif
Mt. Carmel .
1.5
gy and Assault ot the teit With
Nashville .
16.9
a (*Merit.
Pittsburg
6.3
Davis Island Dam
4 1
St. Lout.
1; 7
EPISODE
DANS%
IsoRGIS
THE
Mt. Veruon--MissIng.
Paducah
I(11
Burnside
.
4.6
. 13.6
New York, Oct. 5.- While United Carthage .

His Son Takes tliarge of Him
and thiides Him.

0
0.6
•0.0
3.5
0.41
tea
1.4
0.3
11.3
1.4
0.4
2.1

rise
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fall
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st'd
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fall
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Desired to Abdicate On September Ninth.
*nit

Is-tier lieKkrilig

1.* Wiliml

Stairs,

Intervention

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND
. vi1 Ltowt4
TO COLORADO

Ask your physician
if your feet give you
any trouble.
He will tell you
to-wear shoeS that fit.

_ny
trip rates all summer. Special
raluctioas September Je to P inclusive.

TO CALIFORNIA r-i
':':.r.,Y,-,konws ..:;tn
47. edr111'
.e f: 3ratto .4al...4.a
urs.
.ls.
-.
".Ous waY1
ei
t

id

DESIRE

ANNEXATION.

trip

Criirld

rates

all

Illustrated Booklets and Full information Regard•
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

rise
fall
rise

Washington. Oct.
-Secretary
Root made public today the corresStates S. moor Thomas Collier Platt
was toeing removed in a statteof colBusiness was booming( the rivers pondence leading up to the Interven:apse yesterday from his luxurious were rising ramdly and eeerybody in tion In Cuba. The correspondence
apartments in the Hotel Gotham to a good humor along the Wharves to- took plave between Consul General
temporary quarters which had been day. The gauge showed a. mark of Steinhardt at Havana and Acting
fitted up fur him in the °Meets of the 18.1 at 8 o'clock this moraine, a rise BeeretarY Bacon, of the state depart•r)nstructed as
United /Mates hixpress company iii of 1.4 lit 24 hours. Wlad south to ment. An important feature developdispatch
was that intervened in the
Lower Broadway, his athletic young southeast; cloudy sod sultry.
t t vt.nh no sacwife was engaged In the pastime of
A full force were busy at the -P1f- Gun was asked by the Cuban governSeptember
eatly
S,
as
ment
and
as
punching A photographer In the now ducat Marine 4111101,way company's
. Let us show
rificn (d. 1
for daring to try to soap her at her yards today I:midair 'up for lost time that as long ago as September 14th,
determined
President
Ilse
to
Palma
country home The photographer es- caused by the rains. The repairs to
YOU this lint.
caped with a contused face, but his the big towboat Harvester and the resign as president of the republic,
vice president and cabplate WAS smashed ena his picture a little Mississippi river steamer Speed and that the
are nearing completion. The Speed inet ministers bad also detertnined to
failure.
no longer continue ki °Rice. It is
The move of the senator Was dile will go back In the water about Tuesshown that intervention by the
also
North "'bird Street, Half Square irom Broadway.
folio*
to the fact that a. had Leen inform- day and the Harvester will
The 10$ trattsfer United States had twig been plumed
ed that his wife was coin:al to fowl, her a day hatee
by the 'Palma government and 'Ives
and be wished to avoid her, it was steamer DeKoren of tha Whole Cencommunicated to the state departaanecessary, however, for Mrs. Platt tral railroad Paducah (lest and the
Steinhardt
Woolfolk are scheduled for cradelleg ment In a letter by Consul
did not leave the country home.
September
5.
as
as
early
as
soon
as
there is room for theta
allineeellnellninn1111111.
Frank Platt and a porter bore
--Senttay --Ptatr SerOsii - the -.lob
áh Roth -boars, it is reported, win be
Anneaseism.
inch .at a time today, steerlu
his overhauled from keel to stacks.
Havana, Oct. 5. -Now that the dis.
The Buck Linda,. a. noisy little
helpless forum toward the stree
a7manient of the revolutionist,
•uddenly gave
het: Member of the "WIIIIIrato" fleet. STvolunteers is psoglees,E.0
govereneeat
rived
from
Florence.
Ala., today and
and fit:1 in titer arms.
In his
the thoughtful portions or(
tied in at the foot of Kentucky aveCor.IFtm.trih and .14efft.trmt)ru'
OPFICERS CHIMP:N.
the public of all natiostilttlefe
bones. His legs dangled lifelessly, nue. She is on irr Way to the lower
discussing the possibilities of Cut,
with the etes s,.raping against the ellsedslippi to pick a ttatle In one of
future form of government,
the little southern streams.
VIORSU
Boor, and the upper part of his body
The repairs to the terry ihst44e . Thu. defer& Ion allnexation. wh
was seized with • violent spell' of
Owen's rudder were finished today has been curefula• ouncesled tor
trembling. His draon tare turned
and she went bads into action eard past four years, is now veer
deathly white.
this afternoon, making regular trips. and the wish that the Itni, d
From appearances he wsea very
The E. Douala', pesh1ex a mad would retain some measure of actual
111 man.
six.- tow of railroad wood In com- control in Cuban affairs Is heard
4'hargeti Photographer.
mand of Capt. Mark Cole, arrived More Insistently than ever.
Mrs. P:stt drovi, into
Highland
from the Tennessee today and pissed
Mills with her daughter, Mrs. Franon over to Joppa to transfer to the'
MIKWORSAM.
cis J. Carmody. The wofnen made
S. a Ki. railroad.
of Miss Maud Centel,
In memo
the trip in A low runabout, drawn
The Russell Lord. running light, who died September 29, after a five
• by a team of spanking black.. The
Is due front St. Louis today and will weeks' !lines, of typboid fever
coachman protege, Redeem, whose
be stored and coaled for a leg trip
Miss Callen was 24 years old, a
slaw
prominently in the
up the Teessessee to bring out Gee native of Delon. Tennessee. but hall
story of the Platt war, guided the
for the Ayer-Lord colligate
Weed the greater part of. her life ,•1
team.
The Dunbar arrived from Kvante this city with her parental. Mr. s.
Behind
post near vine at 10 o'clock
a te:ephone
last night and left Mrs. S. Si Callen. She leaves
romwell's yard a man was hiding oo the return shortly after midnight.
brother, Rimer, one half brother, Oki
Ith a camera. Ail he focused his
The henry Harley is die this ewe- Callen. of Vicksburg, Miss., and one
eas on the approaching runabout log or tonight front gvansYlile and
half sister. Mrs Mowers. of Kennett.
rs. Platt saw him.
will leave on the return as, soon as Mo., besides many friends.
Withont waiting for hit horses to business is
completed.
Maud was a sweet, lovable girl.
.
4:ck their speed she pothered her
The Salello came out of the Ten None know her but could love her.
irts tight about her. leaped Into 114aatv todio with a goc,1 trip and
No matter how dark and gloomy
the road and charged
the Photo- cleared for St. Louts with good busi- Lb.' day, there was sunshine where
grapher Before he could make a ness.
Maud went.
movement to save himself she bad
Thh Inverness Milt today for the
morning she
On last Saturday
knocked his Rictere mach tee OM* Cumberland to irrIxd_out uses
- - heard the Savior say: "They that
with a blow of her itiewed hafal. A.
The Kentucky arrived from the seek me shall find me." and
site
the man stooped to gather up the Teone•see last night sad will Wave sought to find her Savior and now
box she struck him twice In the on another trip up that river late to- her spirit is with the angels.
face.
morrow evening.
The loving one from us has gone,
The Borgia Denee.
The New Orleans P.esytine of
A voice we loved is stilled,
111.111M1.1.1111111.1112114111.11121111111111011111111111112.....ie
"
.. .
:OaMalte4
One of the chief charges that will Sunday says: 'The seagoing tug W. A place Is vacant in home,
be brought against Mrs. Platt, lit M. Wood, of the fleet of the. MononThat never can be filled.
else a 51111 for dItioree is begun le gahela River Consolidated Coal and
-A friend, K. U. 3.
the senator, it Is asserted, will have Coke company, sank shortly after 3
to do with the famous trip that it is o'clock yesterday afternoon a short
Notice to Coal Dealers.
alleged Mrs. Platt and her .women distance above Myrtle Grove plantaBids will be received by the board
friends made to San FririfIicOat Chi- tion. 35 miles down the river, while of public
works at their office, city
**town The story runs dist eLeithe towing the United Pruit company's
hall, until 3 o'clock p. m. on Wedof the places visited was given a cer- oeteamsbip Preston, and now lies In
nesday, ()Sober 10th, for supply'Ing
tain dance ealled, for want of a bet- about 175 or IRO feet of water at the city electric
E are sole agents for the best Kentucky Coal
light plant with fne!
ter name, and because of its !theori- the bottom of the river, and is a to- coal
consisting of 1-3 each nut, pea
sold on the market. Why send your money
es! prototype, "the Borgia dance.tal loss. Though several flatboats and and slack, for one year, Including
out of the state vu hen you can buy a Kentucky proother craft have *NZ sunk by being delivery at the light plant. subject
milled under at the bow,the Wood to being weighed on the city scales,
duct for less money and get as good fuel for any
alwrtinerilas seer Wise ...so
Is the first of the large tugboats to and also subject to certified weight
domestic
purpose as money can buy?
!Ili P. this fate on the river
In a furnished by the dealer suPP:Yine
,imber of years. The crew escaped the coal. The hoard reserves the
TPla
When you buy Kentucky cdal you arc fostering
shore In a skiff. When off Myrtle'right to reject any 'and all bids.
AND CURE THE LUNC8
home and state enterprises, and when you buy.
,rove, the stern line on the Wood
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
LUZERNE
you are gdting the ht:st that Kencrted, and the strong current
By Dr J. Q. Taylor, Secretary.
WITN
wung the stern out Into the open,
tucky proOuces. Get our prices.
owning the bow tight Against the
euessieentse p
She Bum.
All sizts al Lehigh Anthracite $9 a ton.
Hie of- the Prattles and pulling her
./use into the water, capsizing the
CNSUMPTION
Pries
-aft, but not before all of the crew
BUG itg met
50c $1.00
IDS
Free Trial.
the boat had elimbed aboard the
'-eston out of danger of being
Surest and taueacest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB''iwned.
LES, or MONEY BACK.

ockisind

/SHOES

S.4d5'lem

1

W. F. P•rriUm,

LUZERNE COAL

COUCH

D4ing's
New Discovery

Tray, Pass..

1.1,

Art.,

Nash vilk, Tana.

P. Puavamt.,
Assistant citable,

RIMY,
Cashier

I

Citizen's Savings lianit
Capital

$ 1 00.000

Runs
Mock holders liability

p

Tote! tteettrIty to depositerre.
'

50.000
1 00,000

$250,000

Account., of individuals and fools solicited. We appreciate
anion as yeeirmi large depositors arid aocrell to all the smote
courteous

tretament.,, ,.

Interesi Pit14 on Time Depoottlt
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
, Third and ilroadwak.

OUPITITTERS

Retail Department.

P. S. WEEVER,

Little Rock,,Ark.

President,

PADUCAH SADDLERY CO. 1

Harness, Saddles, Bridles, Bits, Whips,
Blankets.

GEO. H. L'EE,
Gen. Pas. Aid.,

Harbour's Department Store

KILL

..1
il

"cdc,.." liclet5 will isr tea ulc Stpteinber 15 to Oeuber 31.

triiiiiiting

, rf,
TO HOT SPRINOS, ARK, ,v,,,,,nei
MANY

,

TO LET

-

Several suiSerior offices; on second and
third fh)ors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar 4E4 es-double offices esAcially adapted for dentists.

American - German National Bank
Z27 Broadway

Fans! Fans!
CEILINfi siiii)
jesiiTZZ FANS
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co
Incorporsteri
121-123 N.Fourth St.

Phonate,757

Inn=

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When

dilating on the Plumbing or Heating qbefilon is:

Who's the best to see?
he

Ask your neighbor.

Oftener thee not

will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing. Heating, Gas Fitting
132 South Fourth
328 Kontuz•Icy Av.*.
13.3t;t8 Rhomses 201

FOR

S. E. Mitchell

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making
Our new

woolens

are

a

cboice settction from the best
foreign and domestic looms.
We

show

many handsome

and exclusive patterns.
You'll find

t/fficial Pore-casts.
The Ohio at Rvitasville. will fall tonight and Friday. At Mt. Vernon
will continue rtekee daring the next
36 hours. At Paducah and Cairo will
continue rising during the next several days
The Tennessee at Florence will
rate slowly during the next 12 hours,
come to a staid, then fall. At Johnsonville will continue rising during
the next three days Vela reach the
"flood stage" by tonight or Saturday
morning.
Ike Meelesippl at Chester will fell
Cheater to
torilghl. From below
Cairo will rise during the next 24
hours.

our prices mod-

erate and pleating.

DICKE & BE ACK
811r) Broadway
Opposite Praternity

Devil's Island Torture.
Is . no worse than the terrible ease of
Piles that afflicted me ten
years.
Then I was adelsed to apply Bucklen's Arnict Salets„.and)ess than a
box permanently Ared me, Writes L.
rd :Napier. of
lee, Ky. Heals all
bores like magic.
s-oieds,
291 at all

326 S. Third Street

Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70

Carries the most complete line of

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

• Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

Bicycles and Supplies

Homes on Easy Terms
I have quite a tuunberiof elogant little eotta.ge, homes, 44

aml Ave rooms;'weil loeAted, which I am going tee
offer for sale tit frore 6600 to 1:400 eat+, on monthly payments of.from El.:5 to E20 per Month, LESS than a fair i.Asit
eft ii tE.
Heretofore I have required ten per vent. of the price in
advance on stud' sales, hut will now seH with,Ofte reettlar
Monthly payment, tit advance. A rare opportunity to get a
three, four

in the city.

Morgan & Wright
Tires
the standard of the world

$5.50 Per Pair

TELEMONF 499

home with (mho:try rent,
llioneseekees, call anti see me, or pail

9:11.

Why Not Own Your Homq
build the house: you pa'y by ft as you
pay rent Vacant lots In all parts of the city, Nice lo's on the
proposed [sir extension on Broad to unten depot and on Alien
streets from $50 to $350 each. Buy now on installment p'an
while cheap This Is the highest ground in the city. Property
is advancing rapidly •
Quit paying rent. Let us

MeCilaclten Real Estate
till'

by

Old

pilule

Will be glad to show yoii.

Mortgitge Co

Incorporat•d
1..111eard 0.9 Snrvdersti. Press. fetid Mgr. Phone)76/11.

J, M. WORTEN, Fraternity Building

subscribe for THE SUN ani gt th newt
whik it is news.

orntrern Lrvrtnpri prik

?AMC SEVX14.

6he

Bath Comedyl

MEDICAL MEN IN NEW INSTRUCTOR
A CONTROVERSY TAKES UP WORK
Different Opinions on Cooper's

By AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
Awthoe
COPYRIGHT.

of "The

1900,

Pride of

a v

Great Success.

High

School Department Has
Complete Faculty.

J•nniee-

EGEISTort

CASTLE

statemente by Si. Unlit. l'hyaiirletts--.
slllll Give Him Credit--Others
Call Him a Fad.

SAY CITY
- Ms wild, blight eyes were deeply
sad as be turoe4 them ou her, and he
was pale as death.
She drew back quickly, frowned, hesitated. frowbed egain and then brightened up once more.
eTben, sir," said she, ''when your
legs are restored to you, pray let them
conduct your heart round to my lodging', and we shall see what can be
done toward weeding et"
• Sim dropped hiln a courtesy and was

before.
•
•
b
•
•
•
•
As tier chaise followed on the road,
some hundred yard.* sr so batilnd Sir
els/leer's. allizerees Sellaire sitting beside Lady Maria (who spored the whole
way With rhythraic steadinesse. eased
acting the Heel theft toward the leer
horizon, where the slow fires of dawn
were pulsing iAlto brightness. She was
in deeply Perimeter. mood
lu her excited, busy brain site regone.
volved many important questions and
As Stafford folded her into the chaise weighed the gains and looses In her
he whispered:
game of -lore and hazard" with all
If ever I have a chance of running the seriousness et the gambler borne'
away with you, Kitty, I'll take very ward bound after a heavy eight.
good care not to let you know which
",At MHO," she thought, al did , a
road I mean to choose." .
,
%redly gtiod turn to my Lady Mandeb. But the woman Is a fool. If a
CHAPTER XXV.
sweet one, and fools are past permaS the carriage roiled homeward tient mending. I did well.' thought
on the Bath road Lady Stand - she, -to condemn the calf there ii no
tub, both heads folded over the dodbt of
BM my peer O'Hara!
mysterious letter, sat staving Lbw could 1 ever have veiled him a
out of the window with unseeing eyes. encumber' There was love for the
The dawn had begun to break upon • taking, now -yet no: Worshiper, vastly
cloudless sky; the air was chill and well; but bliaband? Not for me,
trek: nestle wreathed white scarfs not for abet Mega Me," she cried to
Over the fields. She felt eolleCIOUS in hethaW %U)ye "III a woman to hure
every fiber of her being that Sir Jasper na choice between midwinter, green
was eagerly contemplating bet in the spent, or the dog days? If I ever
cold gray ligbt. Heart and brain were allaw myrelf to be alxiacted again
In a turmoil; the anguish, the violent 11,11.1 tie with your man of the world -emotions, the successive scene, of the one with palate enough to rellah we
last forty-eight hours passed even be. without wanting to swallow me at a
tore bat mind like a phautastuageria. Wale"
Partly because of Mistress Billies'
She panned in her train of tbeeight to
advice and partly because of a oirtalu laugh at the recollection of Mr. Stafwomanly resentment whelk gentle ford's parting sposeeb. -There Is Cu
as she was, sell reared Itself within easy heart for your sbe murmured.
her, she die cot even cast a look upon "A gallapt gedtleman with as pretty
bor husband, but set Mutely &slimed -a wit as O'Hara himself, and 'tete
the land. Presently ah5 be-erne seer, whit as good a leg. Perhaps." thought
that he had slid an arm behind lee Mattress Kitty, 'method and grew
waist. She trembled a little, but tild sleepy, nodded her deliotate bead,
not turn to him.
dreamed then a little dream and saw a
"Julia," said he In a muffled, num-- sever beau in the moonlight, and woke
UM tone, "Julia, I—I have done you ep with a smile. The spires of Batts
injustice."
cathedral pierced sliver gray through
Then, for jealousy is as Ul to extin- a golden mist. Far beneath her irath,
guish as a ere that smolders, a flame as the chaise began to tip the crest of
of tbe evil passion leaped up again the great bill. file a sliver ribbon ran
welitn him. "But you must admit," the river. "Perhaps. We shall goo."
said be. "that I had cause. Your own geld the widow
Words. I may say your own coofes7RE age.
sion"—
Lady Standish turned her bead, liftsda lleave aids end for e moment fixed
Troilism Developmeat of 144thstithe.,
"It is in the development of subupon him the most beautiful eyes In
the world. "Nay," said she; "I made urban territory adjacent to the great
no confession." Her tongue trembled cities that the meets of trolley pioupon other protestations. yet Kitty's neering are most apparent. A suburb
Warning carried the day.
Is not sufficient unto itself, There
"Tell me." said he, anti bent to her,
"tell Inc. ems it Lord Verney, after muse be not only good commutation
faeletles to the city, but ready access
allr
Lady Standish again raised her" eyes to the railroad and ready communloato his face. arid, could such a thing Hon between different houses and difhave been possible In a creature whose ferent suburbs The old-time suburb
very being was all tenderness, be meant a met of social isolation with
'would'have aworu that in her gaze
which the trolley has completely dose
there Was i-ontempt.
away.
"Sir Jasper," said she, "It never was

that.

"Boston, etherizer),
Lord Verney!" And ttleo she added.
Indianapolis.
°Was there not been enough of this?" Philadelphia and Washington are all
As she spoke she 'puree her hands marked examples of trolley developand involuntertly looked down at the ment;
hut nowhere are the motets
letter she heel. Then sbe sat as it
more evident and characteristic than
turned to Moue. The letter n-as in Sir
Jasper's writing and addressed to Mis- In the outlying portions of the greater city of New York end the adjacent
tress Belittles!' "What have you there?" cried be.
tributary territory. But the most re"Nay," said 'be; "1 know not, for 'Hs nillrkable results of trolley pioneering
not my atter, but yea will know'a
led even in ilasesehusetts.
And she held it up to him. and Win
stAte 41110113 for its trolley lines.
band did not tremble, yet was a cold
fear upon her. "Yon wrote it." she have ,ottosiii obtained in New Jersey,
Said. lie stared. and his countenance partteelarly In the northern part of
changed. Utter discomposure fell upon the state. The five counties in which
him
trolley development has been prIncl"Julia." cried he, "Jolla, upon my portly carried on—Bergen, Essex, Pashonor. I swear 'teem nothing, less than saic., Hudson and lateen - have innettling, a mere Idle bit of gallantry. mewled In population from 60 to 100
a Jett" As lie spoke he fell upon one
per cent. of the total population, of
knee in the chaise at bee feet.
the state.
"Then I may read It?" said ehe.
"Ale. Julia!" cried he, and placarded
'There are sow more than 650
her with his arms. She felt the strain- miles of trolley linen in North Jereey,
ing eagerness of his grasp, she felt ela and about eale0,000 persona who are
heart lent stormily. With a suddeb
New Yorkers, as far err-trusIneas Inwarmth she knew that after all his
terests and association* are concerned
lore was hers
Then she had an inspiration worthy i havan Mire homes in New Jersey.
of a cleverer woman, nut love has beellerent the City of Newark is a center,
own geniuses. She disengaged herself itself within the circle which bounds
from his embrace and put the letter the greater city of New York on the
Into his hand.
north and east, the trolley !Mee radi"Take it." said the.
ate In all directions like the spokes of
"Jells." be riled, and shook from
bead to foot, and the tears *prang to a wheel, linking together the smaller
his eyes. "I never gave her a serious cities and towns and connecting them
with the railroads, until in many dithought. I vow I hate the woman."
"Then tear it up," said Lady Stand- rections the country is settled so solish, with a superhuman magnanimity idly along the trolley lines that one
that almost tattled her faint.
le unable to tell where one town ends
He rose and tore the letter Into
and another begins. When the presshreds quickly, teat Os* should repent,
and Ming them out of the window. ent rate of groltith In Population la
She watched the floating piece., flutter considered It Is not an ifilpostable
and vanish In her secret soul she, dream of the future that the entire
said to herself:
northern part of that State, nearly all
"Mistress Bellaire and I shall be of which la well Within a reasonable
very' good friends at h diatancer
commuting distance of New York,
Her husband was kneeling at her
will become an unbroken suburban
feet strain.
the Me"Angel." cried be pleadingly, and residence !motion tributary to
once more she was in his arms, anti tropolis, with its present cities sad
yet his jealous heart kept grotrlIng towns forming the local market etre
within him, like a surly dog that will ters.'*----FrawitIln 'Hoed, In Mendr's
not he silenced.
Hagfishes for September.
"Julia," said he In her per, "but one
word, one word, my love! Julia Is
Small Bey—Pa, what is an ovathere any twe,-anything between tut?"
An optimist, My son, is
"Ob, thoit" she mild and smiled Oast?
erchly. "thee sir. you Must Me/meter a nian who doesn't care a —vrhat
for erlarealf."
kilinPt'es, SO that, it doesn't happte
Hit' heed sank on hie shoulder as to him.-- Life.
Mai spoke.
-You torture met" be murmured..
Yeti can't eli‘eate eociety ate the
er Mated!
Sett she knew that be had
ler With each passion Ii ill his tiro Price of the indtritillel,

HAM

still lOt•talljty Attention of
Boy e--lishkoodah Editeere-Class Elect ion.

Athletics

COOPER-MANIA. SEVERAL

TEACHERS

ARE ILL.

Prof. C. II. Shrieves, of Roston,
$t, Louis, Oct. 4.--The astonishing
aale of Cooper's preparations in this the Harvard graduate who accepted
city has now reached such iminebse the position of master of' science In
figures that the medical fraternity at the Paducah High achool, *revel
large have become forced Into open Mat night and this morning assuniea
discussion of the man and big prep- his duties. ele Is well recommended.
He Intends to make his deparenent
aration..
The pbysicities as a whole seem to one of the strongest in the school-,
be sitvided with regard `to the young and will Increase the facilities of the
man's success in St. Louise—some be- already well equipped laboratury
--ing willing to credit him for what he
Football Team Reedy,
has accomplished, while others assert
The High school football team Is
that the interest he has aroused is
but a Pluming fad whieh cannot last, ready for the game with Metropolis
and which will die out as quickly as it tomorrow, the first of the season.
The new suits have not arrived but
has sprung up.
The opinion of thee two factions old ones will be used. The trip will
is very well voiced in the stateue.nts be made in Supt. C. M ea.lebe gasomade recently by two of a number of line launch, and several of the faculphysicians who were Interviewed on ty all: go down. Prof Lieb will act
eiegIneer. and Principal Payne as
the subject.
Dr. J. E. Caress, when questioned pilot. The boat will leave the wharf
skeet the matter, saida "i have not -at 44The following is the Ilne-up of the
been a believer in proprietary Preparations heretofore, nor can I nay football team: St. John, captain and
that I believe In them at present. But left half back; Fisher, right half
rush;
Cave.
I must admit that some of the facts back; Sergio, center
recently Drought to tuy notice con- right guard; Elliott. right tackle;
cerniag this man Cooper hate gone Cope, right end; Burton, left guard;
far towards removing the prejudice I Reeder, left-tackle, Bagby, left end;
had formed against him when the un- Halley. quarter back; Davis, full
heard of demand for the preparations back. The subs are Randle and
Hartle iRoscoe Reed Is the coach.
first sprang up ie this city."
—
"Numbers of my patients whom I
The Itihkuodafl.
have treated for chroole liver, kidney
Yesterday tlie class editors of the
and stomach troubles have met me
after taking Cooper's remedies, and monthly school journal,%"Phe fahhave stated positively that ha has ac- koodah." were elected as follows:
complished wonderful results for Miss Vera Johnston, senior clime edithem
I notice particularly In cases tor; Elsa Sadie Smith, junior class;
We:helm, sophomore.
of stomach trouble that the man has Mr. William
relieved toeveral cases'that were of and Miss Elizabeth Weenier, freshyears' standing and proved very me men,
The managing and sporting editors
atInate in treatment."I am the last man on earth to are yet to be selected ,The pupils
stand in the Walt of anything that may Intend to make 1.he labkoodah more
prove for the public good
simply attractive this season, and are mapthrough professional prejudice anti I ping out plans for the first edition,
am inclined to give Cooper and his which will be oat th.s month some
•preparations credit as deserving to time.
Freshman Election.
some extent the popular demonstraYesterday afternoon after school
tion that has been accorded them in
Was .dismissed an election was held
this city."
Another well known physician who by the frtishman chase and Miss Mary
was seen, took the opposite view of Wheeler, daughter of' Hon. Cheriethe "Cooper-amnia," as he canal it. K. Wheeler, was elected president
which now has this city Is Its grip. Elm lions in other claw.' will be held
He said: "I can only liken the pres- next week.
ent state of affairs to a certain kind
of hallucination. For want of a betelasical Arrangannents Incomplete.
ter name I might call it 'Cooper-elan
Little has been done In the musiIa.' The people of St. Louis seem to cal line except the organisation of
be firm in the belief that this man the orchestra, and until Mr. Clark
Cooper has health corked up in a Bondurant return* from Milwaukee
bottle.next week, the orchestra will not
"Soma f tbeni imagine that he has play. He Is the filet violin. A big
completely cured them of various Ills musical entertainment will be arJudging front their statements. It Is ranged.
beyond me to say why the city has
Washington Building Sliders.
gone crazy over the man. It may be
aBecause if the illness of three
safely put down, I think,.to one of teachers In the Washington building,
the passing fads that so often attack rubstitutes had to be secured. Mies
the American public."
Owen
Lora Brandon, Miss Mary
"Sooner Or later the people are Mnrraf and Prof. J. E. Coleman are
bound to regain their senses, and will
The substitutes are Mins Floyd
then realise that a reputable physic- Swift, Mild Catherine Powell and
ian is the One to whom their health Mies Claire St. John.
had best be entrusted."
In the meantime Cooper meets sevWhen a man doesn't feel like titheral thousand people daily, and only ing he (ails on some woman and
Hallos when statements of the above listenscharacter are quoted to him. His
charitable work still continues to be
very, extensive,
A Meandered left..
Halsey Corwin. the Brooklyn yowl
man who recently Wes Main err
from obscurity by the theft of $510,000 worth of diamonds owned by his
wife, has had a carper like a rocket.
His father was one of the prominent
men of Brooklyn, and when he died
three years ago the left the yoUsgeter
more than $1,1100,100 in cash. Its
became ittoon as the "Angel of
Coney island." No one went thirsty
He
married the
who knew him
young woman who now bears bis
name after a betrothal dinner at
which $1,5,00n worth of wine was
opened. Ile heaped rare jewels upon
her and squandered his father's fortone as though It had no end. His
wife no length' recognizes his existence. He to Working for $25 a month
as a ticket-taker In the very resort
where he Once spent money by the
threirtands

RE you Planning for a
Bridge or Whist Party

EI

ot do you need a new
pack for the sccial family evening
is your own home? If so, why
not take home a package of
3Mea.

(Playing Cards
•
Force cat riabit.
Richly (seeing his soh returning
from velem! rryIngi
What's the
matter, my boy?
Son --The
teacher
struck
me,
Mem
Richly (patting his hand In his
pocket)— Far how mutth?—Tranalated for Tales HOW "Le Sourtre."
It w111 be hard to Oath your re.
pentestate le Ironton. mitotic; It is endomed by refortnation.

and supply your needs at little cod.
We carry a full line of Counters,

Chip., Score Blanks, Bridge Score
Cards, etc., etc.
A pack of Reltall Playing Cards,
superior in slip and finish and equal
to regular 25c. packs for 15c.

W. B. ffNIERSON
Fourth sad Broadway.
Alb —

FRIDAY, 0('TORIER 5.

A Heavy Load to Carry.
Alongawith dyspepsia COMM nervous-Demand general ill-health. Why? Because a disordered stomach does not permit the food to be properly digested, and
it produces assimilated by the system.
The bleed is charged with poisons which
come from this disordered digestioa, and
In turn the nerves are not fed on good,
red blood, and we see symptoms of nervousness, sleeplessness and general breakdown. It IS 1114 head work, nor over physical exertion that does it, but poor stomach work. With poor, thin blood the
bode is not protected against the attack
of germs of grip bronchitis and consumption. Fortes the body at once with Dr.
Pierce's (Mitten Nadine] Discovery -- a
rare combinauon of native medicinal
roots without a Article of a •ohol or
dangerous hetet- orming drugs,
A little book of extracts, fro prominent medical authorities extolling every
Ingredient contained In Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Diseovery will be mailed
fee to any mitiress on request by postal
card or letter. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Many years of actives practice convinced
Dr. Pierce of the value of many native
meta as medicinal agents and he went to
great ezpenae, tooth in time and in money,
to perfeat his own peculiar processes for
rendering them both efficient and safe for
tonic, alterative and rebuilding agents.
The enormous popularity of •Golden
Medical Itictivery " 13 doe both to Its
acientific eompending and to the actual
medicinal value of its Ingredients. The
publication of the mimes of the introiteats on the wrapper of every bottle sold.
gives full assurance of its non-alcoholic
character and removes all objection to
the use of an unknown or secret remedy.
It Is not a patent medicine nor nsecret
ens either, 'Mils fact put* It et a Hass
all by itself, bearing as It does upon every
bottle wrapper The Badge of Honesty, in
the full list of its ingredients.
The•Goiden Medical Discovery• same,
weak stomach, Indigession, or dyspepsia,
torpid liver and biliousness, ulceration of
stomach and bowies and all catarrhal affections no matter what parts or organs
may be affeeted with it. Dr. Pierre's
Pleasant Pellets are the original little
liver pills, first put lip 40 years ago. They
regulate and invigorate, stomach, lives
and bowels. Much imitated but never
equaled, tingaremated and eesy to take
si candy. One to three a dose.

JILWELRY
that will charm atm delight the
Judge of floc gem.. Rings, Brooches, (ornamental Combo, t'haina.
Bracelet:a, etc.
WATCHES
tor Ladies and teenier-men, lit gold.
or gunmetal. Cigarette
Match there, Cigar ratters. etc. All
sorts ef dainty 1111 CPA Jf silver for ner
**Lady's" dressing table.

Sliver

WAJIIRRN & WARREN

NEW STATE 110TEI
D. A. Ballet. Plop.

ME-rROPOLIS. ILL.
and beet hotel In the city
$2.0o, Two large oomph
Blectri.
rooms.
Bath rooms
Newest

Pates

!gate.

The only centrally locate

hotel In the city.
Cesourcist Pattesair•

ABIAI I. WEIL & CO
GAMPBb.LL BLOCK
Telephones: Office, see

m$

INSURANCE
-The Wirt.
The record of the New York police
department, always prodtective of interesting data, points in its report for
1905 to an unusually significant and
comforting eoncluseion. Of tire 198,000 odd arrests that were male an
That year, not one was a Scotchmad
Others may wale with wandering feet
or "tread upon the ale" but we carry
our heads Wet and.ouralmere well
We control the Oren trade and loin
the railroads and a few of the better
insurance companiest and we hoed
the reins with a firmness that brooks
no Interference. --Detroit Thereat
NOTICIL
Led of new anbscrIbens added by the
Kest Tennessee Telephone Omar
pany Today:
2722--NlIen, Bessie, 1019 Wee*.
ington.
2764--Owen, Ir., 923 Washington
1694—Dumaine, Mrs A 609 South
Third.
21.79--FlahereCharlie, 610 Adams
1444—Flaynum, Mire
M., 614
Madison.
Lite other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to IM worth and value.
We have In the city over 1,000
subscribers or five times as man? 50
the Independent company; outside
the city and witbia the teunty we
have 63 times as many Subscribers MI
the Independent company. Yet we
sell place a telephone In your reel.
denre at the same rate ttie IndoPend ent company, is suposed to charge,
and provide In addiaWn, long diet'
enc. facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty Million people front
tour home .
Call S00 for further informatios
EA F-'T TIINNBIBREN TiChiPlIONB
0016PAIlt-

JANES
REAL ESTATE
MORTGAGES
LOANS
di
Lots on Tennesitee and Jones streeta
betweeelifith and 5th, $376 cash or
$40e, part on time.
412 South 9th Ste 6 rooms in good
fix, at 91,6541, part on time.
418 South 9th Sr.', 6 rooms, house
good condition, at $1,751), part time.
5.03 Fountain Ave., 6 room house,
nice, water inside. expo lent location.
See me as to Price which depends on
terms of payment.
Sonic excellent farm offers near city,
do now for sub-division and pay bandsome profit at once on present prices,
Madison St. Foentain Park corner
lot at $650. Only chance In park.
Nice North 5th St. 9-room house In
excellent coadition at $3,800. 0414
3 blocks from Palmer House.
Three houses, rents about $30
month, N. E. corner 6th and Ohio Ste.,
good investment at ta,400.
Have at all times money to loan on
term lend at 6 per cent interest, 10
years' time. Certainly getting money
*rented if farm and title all right.
Have acre land just outside city
limits, in very • holm location, can sail
In any quantify wanted from about lie
acres up. Well opened tip with wide
streets and best offers in this class
about city.
Five acres fronting 515 feet on
south side of Ilinklevill• road near
city limits at $300 acre. This lent
can be subdivided into lots and resole
at handsome Prollt• Easy PaYtnealls
Five 4-room dottier houses on Iota
each 40x166 feet to 15 foot alley, cm
north side of Clay street between 12t1
and 13th streets at $1,050 each. $ toe

1 Speculators
and
Bargain
Hunters
Three Pianos,
Three Victor Talking Machines.
20 different Musical
Instruments, cases.
Must Close Out at Once
Biggest Bargairs Ever
Offered in Paducah..
Call Quick
We need our room for
Wall
Paper
and
Picture
Frames.

Sanderson & Co.
hese 1513. 4211

Irudus

rash and balances in monthly pay ....... -4
of $15
Rents now at alo month.
SPEND YOUR VACAT1014
These are bargains for investment, at
ON THE GREAT LAKES
houses In good condition Ind grouno
C Steamers
Trarri, rra
means the raperneret tiC ell-sbe earapidly rising in velem Take one or
.111, 11 MINIM. RN 1.1.,11.1*
- ,1111111C
,
,
speed,'015 $', and meatit pr/. ide
more.
t r.- pointu'ensiiterAtiens.
Ole newt 7-room houses In city
all points
Tit I:MA.04
ittot Isiggsits, ch., nest ti. destination.
ncw, never been occupied, all modern
TIMKTABt.0
0•C
conveniences, near Madison St. frontMACKINAC OIVIIIIICN
e.T.1•4. Mondays S.Satutehos 9 ISA II
ing on Fountain Ave. and opposite
Tssestisy• 4 0)0 M
• or•eaas
Lang park, at $3tter, part on time.
P
Cle•.ad Manama &•Set,etarr Li
•A.intionys it Fridays 9.30 A. hi
This is fine offer in good home. Loek
Pour Trips per *eel( ocommeorinit
15th
at it atd see.
1•10.•1•,11 all
Lames
4 6-10 acres near Wallace Park,
.......N70•=
1
.7
14,1r4
.114TAIN IINN/••
Pia?. Al SA k/SNM 0111110....••Is
t-r
smal
RI
A.
NAN 1rtN
hIgh, well drained, with excellent surIlswgroa., treheir. MassimperaM
pens met.
roundings, 60 foot street in front of it,
DC T.101 T a lllllLak100
at MOM) on any reasonable payments
DIVISION
10.50 P. M.
lee.• 5./e.q., do y
Jest red.'
amly
5.10 A. IL
t hare (14pelan,1 d•Ely 10 1S P. M.
First-class cottage or a rooms, just
Anse DiMent thee
etta.
,
motivated thrcugbout, on north side of
ifty tripe 100/1..1,11 t."101,111.10,111k
tag kali lag •sesia
Jefferson St. between 13th and 44th,
C a T'llida
0411r 5.,”16111, 105•1114,111 (10.1dent. 1,,
at $3,500.
la.tay mod Thalia.
Sond a tw• terq Moue fog Nhatna00
Several Row:andtown lots on $5.00
Pamphlet. Ademes:
monthly paymeata.
A. A. 5CIII•/4117., use_ Am/teed P.?.IL
1140/ eels, use.
240 acres best farm in county. only
DETROIT& CIEVELANONAV.00.
4 miles from city, 11,500 mph and
balance on 5 years time. See me if you
want what will double in value in few EVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH
AND
year'. •Resell at twice the price long
CAIRO LINK.
before payments are due.
(Incorporated.)'
FOR RENT.
Good 4-room house, newly papered, Evaegellie and Paducah Packets.
1119 N. 12th St., at ago() month.
605 Fountain Ave., 4-room cottage.
front and bark
porches, ball, we,
shaded lot 414150 feet, nice condition,
3 grate Aire placers, bargain at $1,600
cash.
4-rons house and 9 Iota 4-0 feet wide,
surrounded by Iota sold and selling
fast. at $250 each, whole offer for
$2,00-0 which is a great bargain. See
me and got deters.
5-room house on east side 6 4th fit,
between Clark and Adams, at 91,8450.
7-room house. 6 4th between Clark
and Adams, west side, sewer eontrections and modern conveniences, at
12,8 ret.
These are samples. Ask for what
you want and we can furnish it.
Maw more lots unsold In the Terrell Fountain Park addition at $21t
each on payments of $25 cash ant
balance $5 per month. These are
the best monthly payment lots now
tobe had about the city and will
soon be gone. More future rise in
value in these Iota than any you
can get for homes.
For
Sale—Six-roam cottage, on
S. N. corner 7th and Harrison; lot
67 ft. 9 inches by 166 feet; stable,
&testes' house; on long, easy payments. Only $600 cash. See ma
for details and get home In best residence part of north side.
Chance for colored people. Have
half dozen houses for sale at prices
$600 to $1000 on very easy payMeats. Small oath and afterwards
by the month.
Now is the time to get small
places for countrt homes. Can sal
Mee lots from 6 ace.. up In very clearable location, neat electric thee
9-room house, 6 tlocks from postoffice, north side, sewer 'connected,
in beat part of cite, at $3,500, of this
only $500 cash, balance $30 month.
Don't forget that I have at all
testes plenty of money to loan on
firm mortgeges at eta per cant interest ten years time.

W.M.JAN ES
R00114 N.
TIRCBTIEART EMDINO,
Old Plies, 111F7-Rw4.

(Daily Except Sunday )
Steamers Joe Fowler and John R.
Hopkins, leave Partite/kb for IC,-anw
vine and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion ram now in effect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00 Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.
STRANIkii MEE FOWLER
Leaves Priducab for Cairo and way
landings at ti a m. sharp, daily ezrept Sunday Special *iv-mei:en rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairn
and return, with or without mettle
and room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Gives Fowler, City Pass Agent. at
Fowler-Crumbaugh ö Co's ogee.
Both phones No. 12.

fr. LOUIS

AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKIFT (JOMPAJIY.

TOR TENNESSICK RIVER.

STEINER CLYDE
Leave Pridorsh for Tense. Rive,
livery Wednesday IN A p.
A. W. WRIGHT
allaallo
IFCGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
This company Is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by tile clerk of the boot.
—

DRAUGHON'S
lit4dlltth
(Incorporated.)
Pallatill, Ill-Ill Insint, aM 1141111111
27 Deletes in 15 stale.. POSITIONS se
hoed or teener RISPUNDILD
Also tome ov
hi A IL. cats °rile will souviece you that
orsalernes ter TIM lartliT. Cell cm 01.•a tat
. _

Henry Illammen, Jr.
Iowa to Third asil
Hook

ILD170alfte
mar'-.he-

•

tlii.ilag, Bank Work, Lets
sal Iathury Works opecialt)

TOF

A

patio mown

TTrfr.' PAD-COATI EVEttiliq SUN

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE

Try the Neu.

1

WI WILL eDitri THAT STitlitsoLY
Oluole•L AND EXCITOR; Love wroaT

With Edged
Tools .

rftIDAT, °MONO

Best Program of the Week

SATURDAY NIGHT

Henry Seton Merriman

October 6

ACTHolt 4 )r

"THE SOWERS"
Getting•glimpse of society in London. the, reader is speedily hurried
off to Africa to follow the adventures of two men who are playing
for tog scaliest, the hand of the one
woman they love. Neither knowing
of the other's attachment, the unconscious rivals enter into a business
partnership and become fast friends.

On account of inclement weather Wednesday's opening program was transferred to
Saturday night.

A Story with a
Moral
The story cornea a moral for every
ooquette whose vanity leads her,
thoughtlessly it may he. to play
with the affeetiona of her admirers.
It is copyrighted and beautifullly
illustrated by Parker.

7:30 to 7:45.
1. Grand parade of all horses entered for the night's
contests.

Don't Miss the Opening Chapters in Our Next issue

Two rtfles rang out through the forest
stillness.

2.

DOES YOUR EYE GLASS FIT LIKE THIS?

This ring will be very attractivetand will have not
less than fifteen entries.

PAERLESS ONE PIECE

3.

ineus EXAMINED TPWRE.

We have hid very little overcoat weather Yet, but
the blasts o winter are not ve'y far away.
We have had a hosts Caner' this week, though,
looking to see what the sea on and Pie New Store

Steinfeld Optical Co.
Optical Headquarters of Paducah.
6-09 I/runts/we'y.
()pert Siaturdln". Night.

offers in overcoats—and every d an found just what
he wanted. That's the Colley p hey— a hat you want
at the price you want to.tuty.
We are showing ALL the popular spes in overcoats—the form -fitting, knee .length, boon% XV, in

Tickets Witt All Sale Purckeses

grays and neat effee's; the more emiservative cost of
similar style, the evcr popular loose fitt ng, straight
cut top coat in grays. tat, black and striped t.ffects,
and the Chesterfield coats, which will always be
poptilsr and proper. Theme coats come in all the

GREAT PACIFIC
Leaders tor Saturday, October 6
10 !hie Sugar.
7 lies Navy Beans
.111as hest Rice
4 It* Lump starch
....
Heim Ketchup, per bottle
Pure Cider Vinegar
Ground 1.-eali Pepper, per
pkgs Soria
1 lit
Pineappl,
leans hem, Baked Redo.
/ ills. of I %,•' 47' ,
31ha 4,1
•

Viral. Patent, Flour, per 'tack
Creamery Butter, per lb
3 sacks Table Salt
12 tiara Armour's Soap,
Cove Oysters, per can
Peanut Butter, per jar
Ralains,-per pkg. .
Currants, per pkg
Hiker's Conn per can
3 Imes Searchlight Match's
1 lb. tall can Salmon.
2 pkgs Jelin.

59e
25c
23c
15c

to,
29e
20'
15
,
10e
25'
39'2
504'

fabrics man can want, or fashion dictate, and the
range in price, and styles is so great we can • satisfy

62,•
28c

any man's taste.
Then, too, we have the raincoats, thm moat pop- lar garment the manufacturers have conceived. These
coats embody all the style of our best coats, and poolsees the virtue of retaining them.

9e
12"
10t•
104'
154'

We are holding a festival of overcoats and rain
poets this week and should like to show them to you.
Come in, you won't be urged to buy.

GREAT PACIFIC TEA 4 COFFEE CO.
Old Phone 1179

333 Broadway

041.irt Fruit Jars, Per Do7

48c.

I lily s Drug rum l'any for

Ili THE COURTS 1
lion* li .Sttacbed.

Overcoats from $10 to $40.

New Phone 1176

.L.OLLAyseCo

139 10,

415*041?
BR.,,J1
W.111
MORM-114-1A ere MN? Argl,*WS

note.

Jack Potter and others, heirs
Samuel' Potter. artifflitt R W Wei% et al..-to restrain them fr,iii,
terfering with their occupancy ,
'property, and the tare of Carolit

This aiorn.ng Constable A. C.I PPtter•
fibetton levied on a -horse, the prop.; George A. *Neal against the 11!
erty of ICIUlleglioate. for two debts. Fools Central railroad for $32:", 44' •
one (11 the P. Weille company forl ages. He reettlea near Benno.
633-rm, and the -whet to Dr. R. A. claims that two horses,wstre
Hick,. for $10. rhoate yesterday white rrc"lug the railroad to.
one killed and the other Badly Cr];
stied Jetnes Glauber for the return

A TIP

of money paid for the horse alleging ; Pied'
Attorney Hal S. Corbett today fi!,
s
It was tanound.
suit for Mrs
Maude !blithe'
,
against the fIlluodi Central Life asso
In Police collet
There we, one ids,* in pollee elation for a policy of $2.tuto on 114-ir
court this morning Dock Olden. col- husbe;d's Me. Her husband was L.
peell..was charged with stea:ing can- P Halthaser,'the wallpaper and Wet-,
e- ""ned tomatoes from
the Paducah ure
Packing company. The company had
Deeds Filed.
been missing totuaroes for POMP
.1 it. Balance to W. S. Angle,
time. and Olden "was caught
with
several cans In his posseaston
lie property in the M'orten addition.
$701).
was %ell over for petit larceny
n. E. Stahl, et al. to Grant Barnes
property Is the con4y, 6300.
Court Notes..
J, W Alexander was appointed
Mrs. Jennie Sutherland.
adminIstrateir of Henry Alexan,lei
The body of Mrs. Jennie SutherLloyd Orltnes, guardian for Freak land. w1fe of J L. Sutherland, was
M. and Mary Agnes Hudson. was boried at 'Mayfield yesterday afterthis morning authorised In county , noon at 1 o'clock, services by Rev A.
court to invest movie% In blx handl" S. Pcitic
She died the day herrn*
belonging to his wards in real es- ;i after an illness of several months.
tate.
• ; She was .141 years old and leaves two
sons in Paducah. Messrs. W. (.1. and
W. M. Sutherland. The deottased
Knits flied.
%fol. W.. A. Gautier agairst Jessie ' was a member of the Baptist church
/4 • Ware for.Ike' fillectiOn Of :.wo
onto. for $114.110 and no
Mr. Claude Porter wt to CHI;
this tnortiing on businel
I, a, imilola against the %,k• .1(

See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter supply of

Sole agents for the old

reliable

'Lica :

Musical Drill. Cup for best coulole, cup for best
lady, cup for best gentleman.
The Musical Drill is one of the big features of the
Horse Show. Twenty well trained couples,
going through a series of difficult evolutions in
a brilliantly lighted ring, will arouse the enthusiasm of the audience to white heat.

A Festival of the Best Offerings
in Overcoats for Every One
$10.00 to $40.00

SECURIS PERFECT POSITION
FOR LENSES
•
Nei loose tcrews nor oatibiy parts.
Iran, light Wilton neat and inconspicuous Made al; of otic piece of gold
1 he peerless eye glase scents !Ai be
part of the face,

fon Mists Ws Sd is twarasteeti.

Best Roadster shown to runabout, mare or gelding, equipment considered, driver to be accompanied by lady. $15, $10, $5.

4.

Best Pair Roadsters shown to runabout. Equipment considered. Driver to he accompanied
by lady. $25, $15, $10.

There is nothing in the horse world more beautiful
than a handsome pair of blooded horses shown
to a light runabout. The nine entries in this
ring could not be surpassed in the state of
Kentucky and the judges will have a hard
time naming the winner.
5. Registered Five-Gaited Saddle Stallion. $25,
$15, $10. 4
When the association arranged this ring they did
not expect more than three entries, but horsemen have thought so well of the Paducah
Horse Show and have brought so many "good
ones" that it will be one of the best filled rings
of the entire program.
6. Pacing Roadster to runabout. $15, $10, $5.
f
"Ic
There are a great many pacing horses in this section and the pacing ring will be one of the
largest and most hotly contested of the entire
meet.
7. Champion Light Harness Horse, mare or gelding, owned in Western Kentucky, Southern
Illinois or Western Tennessee. Horse must
have been owned by exhibitor thirty days before this event. No exhibitor to enter more
than one horse. Horse 75 per Ceftt, equipment 25per cent. $60, $25, $15. The champion to receive the Palmer-house cup, valued
at $150.
There *ill be no less than fifteen entries for championship and the money value of all the horses
shown in this ring will run well up towards
$10,000. It will be a display of horse flesh that
will thrill the blood of every Kentuckian, and
"every Kentuckian" that can possibly arrange
should be there.

Cartersville, 111.

washed nut and egg coal.

Telephone 339

1'8 PENNYROYAL PILLS
A21--

They 0•14.1111111
now Irragniarity ale
ofidaaiotui, *ease rig

or and %wash "pair)
of menstruation." They are "LIFE SAVT.93" be pria •
womanhood, aiding development of organ-. and Dual
, known remedy for women equals them. Cannot{ a.z-arin- rbecomes a piessure. 81.00 PER 110X. BY MAIL *too
by drunlat•. DK. MOT-r'8 CU/Will:AL CO.. Cloward&(Mk
AT,V1r11
TAW Alip
4,- erne
sw•licyCs• -•

SUBSCRI E FOR ThE SUN—TEN CENTS A WEEK

e7et

1,000 good seats at 25c each; 1,500 reserved seats at 50c each.
Show Starts Promptly at 7:30

